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THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION Association Dues: $4.00 per year - $1.S0will be earmarked to pay for The Octofoil
Columbus, Ohio 43206 - 286 Zimpfer St. - 444-9709 March-April, 1967
E. LANGER VISITS NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER
BOARD TO MEET
IN PITTSBfJRGH
Secretary Quinn has mailed out
notices to members of the National
Board of Governors advising of a
Board meeting in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
which will be the 83rd Board meet-
ing, and will be held at 3 P.M. on
Saturday, April 29. The session will
be held in the Pittsburgh-Hilton
Hotel.
Items on the agenda include:





-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
NEXT DEADLINE
AI Will Be Missed
AL LECHMANIK AS A "GI"
Inforlllation on back of photo
does not indicate date Al was
wounded, just reading "Sgt. Lech-
lllanik wounded 'Friday'." Picture
badly worn; illlpossible to repro.
duce into a good news cut.
years, it was always strong in gen-
erosity, as we of this Chapter are
well aware of. His cheerful smile
and countenance will be greatly
missed and although his death leaves
a void which will be hard to fill, we
thank God for the few years that
we were blessed with his friend-
ship, while in the service of our
Country and later on in civilian life.
Needless to say, "He will be missed
by all of us." ,
Therefore, let it be Resolved:
That this meeting when it ad-
journs tonight, that it do so in the
nam~ of and on behalf of all the
Members of the Ninth Infantry Di-
visio'1Association, with deep and
sincere regret and in respect to the
Memory of our late, ALBERT L.
LECHMANIK.
"MAY HIS SOUL REST IN
PEACE"
At the funeral the following men
acted as honorary pall bearers, out-
side the St. Theresa's Church in
Kenilworth, N. J., inside the church






Additional information has been
furnished The Octofoil by Arthur
Schmidt, the New York Chapter cor-
respondent. Schmidt advises that Al
Munatore and President Witzkin
were most helpful to the bereaved
widow, Munatore helping to make
necessary funeral home and grave
plot arrangements. President Witz-
kin arranged for the Division and
National Colors to be at the funeral
home 'as well as arranging for the
Fort Dix firing squad and bugler.
A full military funeral as was be-
(Continued on Next Page)
Twenty-four acres of park situated in the heart of Boston are preserved by law as a public park. In
the spring beds of tulips bloom throughout and children and parents delight in riding the Swan Boats, a
true Boston tradition. In the background are the towers of three major Back Bay insurance companies,
left to right: John Hancock, Prudential, ap'! New England Mutual, in addition to the steeple of Arlington
Street Church.
-------------------------IOBSERVED NEW ENGLANDERS IN ACTION
IT'S A MUST FOR THE YOUNGSTERS TAKE A RIDE ON SWAN SOATS AT MARCH 10 MEETING HELD IN THE
CITY OF WORCESTER, MASS.
The National President's visit to a New England Chap-
ter meeting was an agreeable surprise for the New Englanders.
After the proper greetings the group got right down to business,
mainly matters that pertained to the 1967 Reunion to be held
in Boston, July 20-22. President Langer advises that Ron Mur-
phy is doing an outstanding job as chairman of the Arrange-
ments Committee.
The last issue of The Octofoil car-
ried a full list of Ronnie's commit-
tees and also a breakdown of the
program as planned so far.
Next month a revised agenda will
be printed and there will be very
few if any changes made from that.
HELD AT COFFEE SHOP
President Langer says the meet-
ing was held at Connors Coffee Shop
and Father Connors was in rare
good form and furnished the mem-
bers an abundance of refreshments
for the occasion.
Letters reaching The Octofoil
from members in all parts of the
country who have visited Boston on
various business errands, are unani-
mous in praising the committee for
having chosen the hotel that has
been chosen as the headquarters ho-
tel-the Sheraton-Boston.
Chapters are lagging in sending in TO BE JUNE 15
ads .for. t?e~ouvenir Program. At- ,.Tbe·,Octof()i1 will hold open a lim-
ten~16n~C~d'to the e6upon ~rlrlt~~ fied amount' of space until June 15
ed m thlS Issue of The Octofoil for for the next edition so as to have
the conve~e~ce·of members and ~e all the latest Reunion plans in that
chapters wl1lin~ t? help. und,erw:lte issue. It is a little risky to enter tile
the co~t of prmtm.g. thIS beautiful postofIice with second class printed
s~uvemr b~ subscrl?mg for an ad. matter less than 30 days before it
GIve attentIOn to thIS much needed MUST be delivered. The conduct of
project NOW. The. greater the vol- U. S. Postal operations is always a
ume of ads subscribed - the more problematical experience.
elaborate arrangements for the Re- No pictures can be accepted after
union. can be made by the Reunion June 5th. Please cooperate. Do not
commIttee. wait until that final minute to send
CONTACT HOTEL in material.
Neither is it too early to clip out PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
~he. hotel reservation blank and send 26TH F.A LOSES AN
It m to the Boston-Sheraton. The •
facilities at this hotel are the last OLD-TIME MEMBER
Women Doing Okay word in hotel life. When the family The February 14' Boston and Con-
Sneaking a peep at the desk of the returns to the old homestead after cord newspapers printed news items
Women's Auxiliary Secretary Treas- a week end at the Boston-Sheraton and death notices about the death
urer a day or two before publication thep. and onl~ then. can they say- of a former Service Bty., 26th F.A.
of this issue quite a few dues re- we ve really hved hlg~ OIl; the hog- man-George Wilkinson. He was
mittances were noted. Just. to men- I an.d reasonably-consldermg every- with the outfit at Bragg and went
tion a few of those sighted were: I thmg we got for our mon~:y. . through it all to the bitter end,
Mrs. Betty Davis 184 Academy St., I· There are places to VISIt mthe earning a Purple Heart along the
Wilkes Barre, Pa. 18702. I Boston area that an~ and every :~d way.
Mrs. Casmir Przybylski, 1042 \ blooded boy and ~lrl should VISIt. The ranks grow thinner each suc-
Dewey Ave., Evans, Ill. 60202. The roots of Amenca-the go?d ol.d ceeding year. To the bereaved wid-
Mrs. Martha Long, Bay Village, O. U.S.A., are firmly entrenc~ed In thIS ow, Alice (Rider), daughter, Joan L.,
Mrs. Roger Schaeffer, Akron, O. I good old New Er;gland .SOIL . and son William G. along with the
-·PAY 1967 DUES N-O-Wl- j' There are chOIce eatmg spots. In brothers and sisters, The Octofoil
BostoIl; tha! are famous from Mame extends sincere condolences in be-
to CalIforma. h 1£ f th t' b hi f: SUMMER TIME IS IDEAL a 0 .e .en Ire mem er~ .p 0
I, b £ th A '.. the Assoclatlon. George WIlkmsonMan~ :nem ers 0 ~ SSOClatIOn numbered his friends in the Ninth
have VISIted Worcester ~n early ~all Infantry Division by his acquain-
to attend the. Memonal SerVICes tances-to know him was to love
held each year m Worcester by Fa- him
ther Ed Connors. (Worcester is 30 . PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
miles from Boston). That part of CI d S· d
New England defiies description at au e .pe Passe On
that time of ~~ar. But a trip to New I Back In August J96 J
Engand, a VISIt to the beaches and . '
waterfronts, the beautifully colored Mrs. Clau?e Slpe! Rt. 3, Newtor;,
wooded areas during the summer North CarolIna, adVIses The OctofOIl
months is really something to be- that Claud passed away due to an
hold! unexpected heart attack on Aug. 1,
Look for the next issue of The Oc- 1961, leaving two young boys, who
tofoil-the final breakdown will be at that time were 14 years old and
in print-and a few highlights that 4 years ol? .
have been dark secrets up until now. M~s. SIpe says. Claude enjoyed
Surprises-pleasant surprises-for all r.ead~ng T~e OctofOIl very much un-
former Ninth men and their fami- til hIS untImely death.
lies who will be a part and parcel ~la~de's 1?any friends in the ~­
of this Boston Invasion of 1967 by soclatIOn WIll be sadd~ned by thIS
the World War II Famous Ninth In- news-and The Octofol1 regrets not
fantry Division having been able to print the sad
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W! news in an earlier edition.
Maurice Tougas Near MOO
ARE-9itEMEMBERS
J96~ Reun;~n Ci~~ . SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MaUrice Tougas IS now hvmg m .
Central Falls, R.I., at 559 Flint St. Jlffi. Moore of 826 Burns St., S.~.,
Maurice was with the 15th Engrs. WashI?~on, D.C., never pay~ his
He is looking forward to contact- AssoClatiron dues that he ~oesn t re-
ing an awful lot of former Engineers memb.er. to, make a dOfolatlon to the
while in Boston this summer. ~~soclatlOns. Scholars~lI? .Fun.d. He
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W! Jomed up WIth the DIVISIon m the
Flattery doesn't come from mir- Rhine River neighborhood.
rors. -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
NEW YORKERS MOURN MARCH
28th DEATH OF AL LECHMANIK
The first to contact The Octofoil
cmd advise of the untimely death of
Ai Lechmanik was National Presi-
dent Emil Langer, who wrote in part
as follows:
New York Chapter members are
experiencing a great sorrow. We lost
our Al Lechmanik. It was such a
shock to all of us. About 40 mem-
0ers showed up for the wake. It is
so hard to believe he has gone. He
will long be remembered. To his
widow our hearts go out.
PRESIDENT WITZKIN WRITES
President Ralph Witzkin, 1569
Fabyan Place, Hillside, N. J. 07205,
writes The Octofoil thusly:
I want to thank all the m.embers
and their families for coming out to
the funeral home in Union, N. J. to
pay their last respects to our mem-
ber, the late Albert L. Lechmanik. I
am sure when I say "Thanks" that I
am expressing also, the wish of his
widow, Mrs. Margaret Leclunanik.
Words are always inadequate to
describe the thoughts and feelings of
a human being. It seems that there
is nothing to be said except to be
quiet and just pray for his soul. At
the same time, however, as a hu-
man being, we are compelled to
speak, and so as the President of
this 9th Division Ass'n. (N. Y.
Chapter) I would just like to say
a few words, even though it be ever
so inadequate.
Albert L. Lechmanik met his un-
timely death and entered into Eter-
nal Rest at 1:00 A.M. March 28, 1967,
which was God's wilL He will al-
ways be remembered by us, as a
man whose family and fraternal life
was above reproach. He was sincere
and equitable. honest and honorable
in all his dealings and was a friend
to all, and although his good heart
was physically weak, in his later
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SON OF MR. AND MRS. TOM GRAY
KILLED BY VIETNAM MORTAR FIRE
THOMAS BOYLE, Treasurer
New-England Chapter 9th Inf. Div. Assn.
39 Hall Avenue
Somerville, Mass.
Attached is copy for an ad in the color-printed 1967 Ninth
Infantry Division Association Convention Program:
REQUEST FOR ROOM RESERVATIONS
BOSTON-SHERATON HOTEL,
Boston, Massachusetts
Please reserve for the undersigned, room reservations, as
checked, for dates noted:
Name . _
Address (Street) _
Single Room ( ), $14 ... Twin Beds ( ) $18 ...
City ---------------------------------------------_State Zip _
* * *
Booster Ads-$l-name and unit. Create a Chapter Com-
mittee to solidit members for Booster ads. Send all ad copy,
checks and money orc\~to Thomas Boyle, 39-Hall Ave-7
Somerville, MassachusettS.-
Inside front and back cover pages - $30
Outside back cover page - $30
Approximate Time of Arrival A.M.; P.M.
Date of Departure _
REQUEST FOR SPACE IN SOUVENIR PROGRAM
Children under 14, no charge; over 14, same room, $3 ...
Children in adjoining room, $12
Parlor suites with one bedroom -
Date of Arrival
Full Page - $25 ... Half Page - $15 . . . Third Page $12
One-Quarter Page - $10 ... One-sixth page - $7
) $28 . . . ( ) $40 . . . ( ) $45 . . . ( ) $50
Parlor suites, 2 bedrooms-
) $61 .. . ( ) $66 .. . ( ) $73
In and Out FREE Parking at all hours
* * *
THE MEMORIAL FUND OF
THE 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
Scholarship Information
The Memorial Fund of the Ninth Infantry Division As8ociation was
established by the members of the association to commemorate the memory
of their comrades who paid the supreme sacrme in battle. As a part of this
fund the association established a scholarship program. SchoIarsbips are
awarded each year to relatives of men who served in The Ninth Infantry
Division. Each scholarship is for one year.
ELIGmILITY FOR SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
A person who wishes to apply for a scholarship must be relat-ed to a
man who served with The Ninth Infantry Division. Children of former
members of the division will be given first consideration, but children of
men killed in combat given first preference. Applicants who are not children
of former members of the division will not be considered Wlless no child
of a former member qualifies.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The following procedures must be followed by those wishing to apply
for the scholarships:
1. Send a letter of application, written in expository form, to the
chairman of the scholarship committee stating the following:
name, address, age, and sex of the applicant; name, address,
and occupation of the applicant's parents or guardians; the
name and address of the secondary school the applicant is at-
tending or has attended and graduated; the name and address
of the college the applicant expects to attend; the vocational
goal of the applicant; and the name of and degree of relation-
ship to a former member of the division. The unit and dates of
service in the division of the former member must be included.
2. A transcript of the applicant's high school record must be in-
cluded with the letter of application. The transcript must in-
clude at least the first seven semesters of the applicant's record.
3. The applicant must have a counselor or principal of the high
school he or she is attending write a letter of recommendation
to the chairman of the scholarship committee.
4. The applicant must take the PSAT which is given every Octo-
ber. The applicant must see that the results of the PSAT are
sent to the chairman of the scholarship committee. These re-
sults may be included with the high school transcript or sent
to the chairman from the College Entrance Examination Board.
The SAT of the CEEB may be submitted in lieu of the PSAT.
5. THE APPLICATION MUST BE SENT TO THE CHAIRMAN
OF THE SCHOLARSHIP COMMI'ITEE BY MARCH 15. Appli-
cations received after March 15 will not be considered.
6. All applicants must accept the decision of the Scholarship Com-
mittee as final.
7. Information to determine financial need will be requested by
the Scholarship Committee after the applications have been con-
sidered.
8. Recipients of the scholarships may apply for renewal of the
scholarship each year. A copy of the student's college grades,
a financial statement, and a letter requesting renewal of the
scholarship should be sent to the chairman by March 15.
9. All applications must be sent to: John J. Clouser, Scholarship
Chairman. Ninth Infantry Division Association, 901 Graceland
St., Des Plaines. Illinois 60016.
Pictured above is an old 1942
picture of Bill Bongiorno mcule
by Joe McKenzie, Waltham,
Mass., at Fort Bragg. McKenzie
sent to the Octofoil for publica-
tion in this issue the sad news
that Bill's mother passed away
recently.
AL LECHMANIK'S DEATH
(Continued from Preceding Page)
fitting Al Lechmanik was the result
of teamwork by his devoted Com-
rades of the New York Chapter.
Following is a list of Ninth men
paying their respect to Al at the
McCracken Funeral Home, 1500
Morris Ave., Union, N. J.:
George Zipfel, Frank Russo, John
Rizzo, Al Orletti, Fred Stegel, Bill
Morrison, Vincent Guglielmino, Dan
Quinn, Ed Egan, George Apar, Lou
Almassy, Howard B 0 e h m, Bill
O'Shea, Frank Fazio, Emil Langer,
Ralph Witzkin, Dominick Miele.
Walter O'Keefe, Lenny Ricco, An-
thony Reppeti, Steve Budushin, Jack
Scully. Al Munatore, Adolph Wad-
alavage, Dave Gelman, Al Rago,
Arthur R. Schmidt. Mike Yednak,
Joe Vannia and Charles Warner.
The distaff side was represented by
Mrs. QUinn, Mrs. Rizzo, Mrs. Rep-
peti, Mrs. Schmidt. Mrs. Gugliel-
mino and Mrs. Orletti.
A wreath shaped like the Octofoil
-and in the colors of the Octofoil
was sent to the funeral home. On the
casket was AI's Association mem-
bership cap. Al was laid to rest in
the Gate of Heaven Cemetery, Han-
over, N. J., on March 31.
The Octofoil joins with Al Lech-
manik's thousands of other friends
and admirers and extends heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved widow
and other loved ones left to mourn
the most untimely death of one so
near and so dear to them all-truly
a beautiful character has passed on
and left a void that can never be
fully replaced.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
BONGIORNO'S MOTHER
IS CALLED BY DEATH
The Boston and Lexington (Mass.)
newspapers recently printed notices
about the death of Mrs. Frances
Bongiorno of Winchester.
Mrs. Bongiorno was the mother of
William F. Bongiorno, who was a
well-liked soldier of Service Bat-
tery, 26th F.A., from the days at Fort
Bragg until after VE day.
The Octofoil joins with Bill's
many thousands of former Ninth
Division buddies in extending their
sympathy at this time in the loss of
his best friend. Bill's picture, as he
looked in Bragg days is shown in
this issue of the Octofoil.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
Old Pi',ol
" -,' "'t'f
THANKS FROM BETTY RIZZO
Mrs. Betty Rizzo has asked The
Octofoil to convey her thanks to all
the good people who sent her so
many cheerful get well cards while
she was hospitalized and undergoing
surgery.
Betty saw many of her friends at
the funeral chapel during the serv-
ices held for the late Al Lechma-
nik. Given a few more days and
Betty will be back in there just as
good as brand-new.
Betty Rizzo (as if everyone didn't
already know), is the wife of Past
President of the New York Chapter
John Rizzo.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
JOE PODANY HEADS
FOR BOSTON, MASS.
A card reached The Octofoil a
few days after March 1 signed by
Joseph S. Podany, 2956 N.E. Ben-
jamin St., Minnepalis. Minn. 55418,
in which the former Co. B 47th lad
advised that he would be in attend-
ance at the Boston Reunion. A few
hours later another card arrived that
read: "WE" will be in Boston and
was signed Edith and Joseph. Glad
Joe caught the error and sent a
follow-up card????
*
Think of him faring on, as dear
In the love of There as the love of
Here.
To simple things: Where the violets
grew
Blue as the eyes they were likened
to.
The touches of his hands have
strayed
As reverently as his lips have
prayed.
When the little brown thrush that
harshly chirped
Was as dear to him as the mocking
bird.
Mild and gentle as he was brave-
When the sweetest love of his life
he gave.
HE IS JUST AWAY
I cannot say and I will not say
That he is dead-he is just away!
With a cheery smile and a wave of
the hand
He has wandered into an unknown
land.
And left us dreaming how very fair
It needs must be since he lingers
there. ,.
nd you-Q. you,t~o the wildest
yearn.
For the old-time step and the glad
return.
And he pitied as much a man in
pain
A little honey bee wet with rain.
Think of him still as the same, I
say:
He is not dead-he is just AWAY.
-James Whitcomb Riley.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
THE OCTOfOlL
WORLD A BETl'ER PLACE
Charlie Tingley, the very capable
and friendly past National Secretary
and Treasurer of the Association,
had the sad detail of informing The
Octofoil that the beloved son of
Col. and Mrs. Tom Gray, 1st Lt.
Thomas M. Gray, Jr., was killed in
action from enemy mortar fire while
serving with the 1st Bn., 16th Inf.,
1st Inf. Div., in Vietnam on Feb-
ruary 24, 1967.
Tingley goes on to say: "Being as
o.lose to Tom and Peg Gray as my
wife and I have been ever 'since our-
first meeting back in Fort Bragg
days, we find this news very diffi-
cult to comprehend. We are still too
shocked to prepare proper copy for
use in The OctofoiL"
It is difficult for anyone who is
acquainted with this friendly couple
to be able to prepare an obituary for
Tim Gray, one of the finest speci-
mens of America's much needed and
desired youth. Tim was born in
Pittsburgh, Pa., 27 years ago. He at-
tended high school in Brookline,
Mass. He graduated from the Uni-
versity of Maine at which time he
was commissioned a second lieuten-
ant in the Army Reserves.
He married Dorothy Bradford.
They made their home at 77 Me-
chanics St., Camden, Maine. Tim also
leaves a married sister, Nancy, who
is presently living in Scotland.
The third annual Reunion of the
Ninth Infantry Division Association
was held in Pittsburgh in 1948. Tom
and Peg Gray were spark plugs of
the affair. Little Tim was their pride
and joy-a vivacious full of fun little
9-year-old tyke. who met just about
everyone who attended the Reunion
because at one time or another Tom
or Peg had as their guests just about
everyone who attended the Reunion
in their hospitable home-and Tim
was always a gracious little host.
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North Carolina Gold
Tim Gray has been here in this Star Mother Writes
world of tears and sorrows for a Tippie Plunkett, seeretary-treas-
few short years-he has left a mark urer of The Ladies' Auxiliary sent
that Mother and Dad and the be- The Octofoil a letter received from
reaved widow will always cherish in Mrs. Hetty Bullock, 911 Davis Court,
their minds and hearts. He has set a Fayetteville, N. C. Mrs. Bullock sent
pattern that for American youths a very nice note and included dues
{O follow in his footsteps will add to for 1967 in the Auxiliary.
:heir statute. Mrs. Bullock will be remembered
This indeed has been a better I as the Gold Star Mother who was
world in which those who follow so impressed with the Memorial
will live in because of 1st Lt. Thom- Services during the Fayetteville Re-
as M. Gray, Jr. having lived his 28 union. Secretary Quinn asked that
short years-but filled with deeds the card be made out, but returned
and conduct of such magnitude that to Mrs. ~u.llock the money she had
his life will always be a consolation se?-t. ~dvIsmg that she and all the
to his loved ones. Nmth s other good Gold Star Uoth-
The Octofoil joins with Tom and ers would alw?y~ be honor~:ymem-
P G ' . bl f· . bers of ASSOCIatIOn's AUXIliary."eg ray s Innumera e nends m PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
the Ninth Infantry Division Asso- •
dation and the young widow, and T,me Is Just About Out!
extends heartfelt sympathy in this Final date for World War II vet-
hour .of ~rief these fine people are erans to apply for GI loans is July
experIencmg. 25, 1967! Each day is an individual
At a time like this a re-reading deadline for many veterans since
of the fine works of the immortal termination of eligibility is based on
James Whitcomb Riley written long length of service.
agcr-HE'S JUST AWAY might be PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
consoling to Tim's surviving loved A happy man is a vegetarian look-
ones. It reads: ing at prices in today's meat market.
March-April, 1967 THE OCTOFOIL Page 3
IFather De Laura Will Hold Memorial






Charles (Peter Rabbit) Harvey.
7407 Huntridge Ave., Cincinnati, O.
45231 forwarded his 1967 dues in to
Secre'tary Dan Quinn and expressed
keen sorrow to learn of the serious
illness of former B Co. 60th Jeep
driver Bob Woodside. "Peter Rab-
bit" was a Co. B 60th man also. He
remembers how the outfit's company
cotnnlanders had no fear of Kraut
barrages, but they never got over
one of those wild rides with Pop
Woodside through enemy fire-areas
that were mined and other hazards
that were all in a day's work with
that fearless Jeep driver-especially
if he was in an area where he had
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Decals 25c; (5) five for $
"Eight Stars to Victory"~ $
(Pictorial History of 9th Division in action.)
Ladies' Auxiliary Member ,
Combat Route Map ,
60th Infantry History ,
Coat Lapel Octofoil Pin ,
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASS'N.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
City State .
While attached to the 9th Infantry Division my _
(state relationship, whether the Ninth Division man was a
husband, father, brother, son, etc.)
was with ------------------------------- --
give company, regiment, battery, attached unit, etc.)
Make checks or money orders payable to Ninth Infantry
Division Association. Mail to Secretary-Treasurer Tippie
Plunkett, 286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio 43206. A 1967
countersigned membership card will be sent immediately.
By order of the President:
MRS. THERESA CUPRYS, President.
-:. -:. -:-
Street . -- .
Street Address _
Battery ; Company ; Regiment .. __9th Div.
Nam~ _ _ _ .
City Zone State -- _
Please give credit to the following Chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley 0 Greater New York D
Dlinois 0 Waabington, D.C. 0
New England 0 Michigan 0
Ohio 0 Fayetteville-Fort Bragg, N.C. 0
I was a member of:
Name Serial No. _
.:4:PPLICATIONFOI\ MEMBERSHIP . •..
~. In the "
LADIES' AUXILIARY
of the
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
Dan Quinn, Natl. Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn.,
412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N.J.
Enclosed please find 1967 dues for:
Catholic Publisher
Likes The Oefoloil
Shortly after the last issue of The
Octofoil was off the press a wire
was received by The Octofoil. It was
sent by Mr. Thomas Carroll, editor
of the internationally circulated
Catholic Order of Forester Maga-
zine-both English and French ver-
sions. Mr. Caroll thought the birds-
eye view of Boston was the best
reproduction he had seen in any
newspaper or magazine and was
anxious to use the photo in the
Forester Magazine. Herb Olsen, of
the New England chapter furnished
The Octofoil necessary information
to forward to the Catholic publishers
so the proper arrangements for use
of the photo could be made.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
To get nowhere, follow the crowd.
a6i!99 5?9956666 ..S..95?9SXjI9566 66n15?5?5i'5i5'S6?5&S5· ,
Mrs. Tippie Plunkett, Secretary-Treasurer
Ninth Infantry Division Association Ladies' Auxiliary
286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio 43206
I would like to become a member of the Ladies' Auxiliary
to the Ninth Infantry Division Association. Enclosed is
check or money order for $1.50 for 1967 dues. Please
mail my membership card to--
Army Only 23 Years
Late Wifh the Medal
April meeting would be held in
honor of the Chapter's Past Presi-
dents.
Danny Quinn gave a report on the
progress of the Reunion Committee.
The dark horse prizes were won by
the following: Shirt-Miele; Shirt-
Boehm; Shirt - Shapiro; Decanter
Set-Umansky. AI Lechmanek do-
nated the shirts. Jack Scully won a
shirt. Ralph Vuolo, 44 Halstead,
Kearney, N. J., is a paid up mem-
ber in good standing in the Chapter;
Frank Cernero 122 Pelenge Drive,
Belleville, N. J. and Androes, 33
Clover St., Nutley, N. J., where new
members present at the meeting.
NOTICES INFORMATIVE
The notices President Witzkin had
mailed out for the April meeting
were most informative. It was held
in honor of Past Chapter Presidents.
A printed list of the Welfare Com-
mittee selected along geographical
lines, was printed as a part of the
meeting notice, along with 50-50
winners. A printed financial report
was also made a part of the mailing.
Bill Muldoon has mailed a clip-
ping of March 14, 1967 from the
Long Island Daily Press. Bill is a
former Co. L, 47th man and lives
at 86 Herman Ave., Bethpage, L. I.
11714. The news article refers to a
Mr. Carl Esposito protesting an
Army mixup in giving him news
of his son's death in Vietnam. The
soldier's name is Frank Esposito,
Private First 'Class, Co. B, 2nd Bat-
talion, 60th Infantry, 9th -Division.
Muldoon states the parents may be
eligible to be Gold Star Parents.
Muldoon congratulates the Chap-
ter officers for their efforts and only
wishes he could attend meetings-
but his working hours for the city
of New York precludes the possi-
bility of being able to attend in the
immediate future.




have a second section feature page,
and print in each issue a person the
paper chooses to designate Scripps-
Howard Featurette.
This space was devoted in a recent
issue to printing the picture of a
former 9th Division man-holding in
his hands a Bronze Star Medal. Not
anything odd about that-not much.
This Bronze Star had been 23 years
reaching the man it was supposed
to be awarded to.
This ex-G.!. happened to be Dick
Pestel, 1422 Dyer Rd.. Grove City,
Ohio, secretary-treasurer of the
Ohio Chapter. The feature story
gave Pestel's GI history. A few days
after publication of delayed-action
Bronze Star medal delivery. Pestel's
Congressman had his publicity di-
rector to get in on the play and offer
congratulations. The story mentioned
Pestel was 49 years old and retired.
The Congressman commented "You
are not really retired at 49." The
Congressmen doesn't seem to realize
those German 88s had no respect for
youth or age and they retired many
permanently before they were 21
years old.
PAY 1.9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
BATMAN'S BUDDY
An elderly Catholic Sister was
having difficulty making her way
across a busy intersection" when a
young boy came to her assistance.
After crossing safely, the Sis-
ter thanked him and he replied,
"That's okay, any friend of Batman
Dominick Greco, a former 60th is a friend of mine."-Catholic Di-
F.A. man, now living in Tiltonville, gest. -PAY 1967 DUES N-O.W!-
Ohio, doesn't have much to say-
but to the point like this: "Here's my Tact is the art of winning an ar-
dues. See you in Boston." gument without making an enemy.
As there isn't any Chapter in our
immediate locality, please give cred-
it to the Ohio Chapter. This includes
my wife's Auxiliary membership.
As a former member of Co. G, 39th
Regt. replacement at EI Guettar to
Germany. I wonder why there isn't
more in the Octofoil concerning the
39th.
I am going to try and make the
Convention this year.
Wauld you possibly have the name
of any officer of the former Pitts-
burgh Chapter so that I can con-
tact him and see if we can't get
something going for our district.
Now that the 9th is in the thick
of things, I sincerely hope that they
will get their share of the Public
Eye. Remember how it was with us?
Best to all-James A. Gaddess.
P.S.: Clarence "Buck" Miller sends
best to all buddies of 3d Bn., 39th.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
James A. Gaddess, a former Co. G,
39th man, writes from Henry's Bend
Star Route, Oil City, Penn. High-
lights of the letter reads as follows:
Dear Dan: Just a note to send '67
dues and to extend to you and all
the others my appreciation for your
efforts and time you have given in
keeping the association going.
HELPS BUCKEYES OUT
JIM GADDESS WANTS
BIT MORE 39TH DOPE
By ARmUR RICHARD SCHMIDT,
6920 69th Street
Glendale, Long Island, N. Y. 11227
Father De Laura has suggested
that his Memorial Mass be held on
April 22. The Chapter's regular
Memorial Services in Farmingdale
were scheduled to be held on May
20, 1967, at 11:30 A.M. Following the
May 20 Memorial Services there
will be a cook out at Bethpage State
Park, Bethpage, L.I., N.Y. A lunch-
eon will be held in the church par-
ish following the Memorial Mass to
be held by Father De Laura on
April 22. Father De Laura will be.
present at the Memorial Services
at Pinelawn National Cemetery on
May 20.
MARCH 3 MEETING
Chapter President Ralph Witzkin
opened the March 3 meeting by
having Chapter Chaplain Al Lech-
manik say the opening prayer for
our departed buddies. Secretary
Miele read minutes of last meeting.
They were approved. Treasurer Irv-
ing Feinberg read the financial re-
port. Copies of the report were dis-
tributed to the members present.
There was discussion about the 50-
50 Club. It was reported that the
Christmas Party was the biggest
ever with accompanying high ex-
penses.
WHALEN ILL
Frank Fazio reported that Harry
Whalen was very ill at home with
a heart aihnent. Dominick Miele
then gave a membership report.
With the current progress the indi-
cations were for an increase in the
membership. Al Orletti, Chapter
Sergeant at Arms, made the collec-
tion for the dark horse prize. Danny
Quinn requested names of the win-
ners of the SO-50 awards be pub-
lished in the next meeting notice.
President Witzkin mentioned the
Mike Belmonte and His Illinois
Mem,orial Committee Are Busy
By FRANK OZART, After the Memorial Services there
2241 S. Marshall Blvd. will be food and refreshments
Chicago, m. 60623 served.
MEMORIAL SERVICES- BASKET PICNIC
At the Marqh meeting President The annual picnic will be held in
Mike Belmont~ and his committee the Starved R~ Area in illinois•.
'l'Oftetl their sleeves up' and started~~The exact locatio!ris -not .oWn at
to work on a coming event-which' this time because of the mc1ement
is .the Memorial Services. They se- weather the committee hasn't trav-
lected the gravesite of Pic. James eled very extensively inspecting
V. Petorella, 47th Inf., Ninth Divi- likely spots. The date has been set
sion, who was killed in action on for Sunday, June 25, 1967. More in-
August 10, 1944. formation will be published in the
Memorial Services will be held next issue.
on May 30 1967 at the Mount Car- MEETING NIGHT
mel Cemetery, Wolf Road and Forest Park Moose Lodge, 810 Des
Roosevelt Road, Hillside, TIt, at the Plaines Ave., Forest Park, TIl. Time:
grave of Pic. James V. Petorella, 8:30 P.M. every third Friday of the
Grove No. 266, Block A, Section 21. month.
Time: 10:30 A.M. Date: May 30th, If 1967 dues haven't been paid-
1967. a check should be mailed to Bill
The group will meet at the Roose-I Hennemuth, Treasurer of Illinois
velt Road entrance at 10:30 A.M. It Chapter, 505 N. Wille St., Mount
is fifty yards west of Wolf Road. Prospect, TIl.
Ireland's Contribution
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-G-WI
DAVIS FAMILY KEEPS
I.N TOUCH WITH 'EM
The Octofoil give up long ago try-
ing to catalog all the helpful things
Mrs. Jesse R. Davis is doing for the
boys in Vietnam-other than their
0""''11 son, Jesse, Jr., who is with the
Fourth Division in Vietnam, their
deeds would fill a big book. They
read and re-read every line printed
about the activity of the Ninth Di-
vision, now in Vietnam. Cards are
sent to parents of youngsters who
are wounded or killed in action. The
Ninth Division lads who hail from
their part of the world are on the
Davis "hot line" mailing list-with
timely messages and small remem-
hrances.
If and when Gen. Westmoreland
ever lands in the White House as
a 4 or 8-year resident he can well
thank Mrs. Davis for her dogged
perseverance to that end.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N·O-W!
BONKOWSKI JOINS THE
"TWILIGHT BRIGADE"
Past National President John Bon-
kowski "carried on" under an as-
sumed name on March 17, 1967-
but, whether it's just plain John
Bonkowski or John O'Bank - he's
always thinking of the Association.
Right now the gods-that-be - the
motor tycoons of Detroit, have his
style cramped a little by rearranging
his working hours forcing him to
labor while others sleep. If they
keep John on that shift he'll figure
out a routine to keep his contacts
going just as effectively.
The Octofoil is appreciative of the
unique St. Patrick's Day card.
John is still plugging away hoping
to get his old Recon buddies over
on the sunny side of the street. They
have been on the shady side for a
long time. John Bonkowski's address
is 19941 Hickory St., Detroit, Mich.
48205.
PVT. JOHNNY O'SHEA
An Adopted Son of the Ninth




All of the regular Reunion attend-
ants will remember the smiling
young Irishman who was always at
the side of the one and only Jack
O'Shea, Philadelphia-Delaware Val-
ley Chapter member and National
Board of Governors member. The
smiling young man was Johnny
O'Shea - a nephew of Jack's and
has accompanied Jack to nine Ninth
Infantry Division Association Re-
unions. Johnny had looked forward
to the 1967 Reunion. He was anxious
to see what made those Back Bay
Massachusetts Irish tick.
But Johnny O'Shea enlisted in the
U. S. Army on February 16, 1967
and was assigned to FORT BRAGG
for basic training. From Bragg to
Fort Ord for 10 weeks of training
at Leadership School and Advanced
Infantry Training.
Johnny asks The Octofoil to ex-
tend his best wishes to the New
England Chapter for a successful
Reunion-and kindest regards to all
those attending the Reunion - and
accept his regrets for being unable to
be present.
O'Shea's plans are to finish at Fort
Ord in early June, and after a two-
weeks furlough hopes to be assigned
to some Officers Candidate School.
Johnny asks the old friends he has
made at the many Reunions he has
attended to drop him a line at this
address:
Pvt. John O'Shea, RA 11860117
Co. C, 5th Bn., 2nd Bde.
Fort Ord, Calif. 93941.
Uncle Jack O'Shea's address re-
mains the same: 941 South Ave. Apt.
4'1, Secone, Pa. 19018.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
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Tony B..ianyk Has
Been III Fo.. a Yea..
Mrs. Marian L. Brianyk sent in
her dues for the Women's Auxiliary.
In her letter to Tippie, Marian
writes: "I don't know what the dues
are yearly but whatever they are
enclosed is check for $6-give me $6
worth."
The Bryanyks live at 36 Pine Ave.,
West Long Branch, N. J. In her let-
ter she conveyed the following sad
news:
My husband, Tony, has been quite
ill for over a year. Had a heart
attack and won't be able to work
any more. We miss going to the 9th
Infantry Division affairs, but Tony
can't drive too far or climb stairs.
We hope and pray his condition will
improve. He has a very difficult time
breathing, and there is nothing any-
one can do about it. No operation:
must stay on pills for rest of his
life. He is taking it well for which
we are all very happy. Tippie, will
you stop by and see us some time
when in this area. Give my love to
all the members of the Auxiliary-
and Tony sends his to members of
his beloved Ninth Infantry.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
In 1832, when Abraham Lincoln
was the newly commissioned captain
of the Bucktail Rangers, his troop.
marching in platoons, was confront-
ed with a gate that was tightly lock-
ed. Captain Lincoln had no idea of
the proper order under such circum-
stances, but his wit did not desert
him: "The company is dismissed tor
two minutes," he ordered. "Then it
will fall in on the other side of the
fence."
in between too numerous to men-
tion.
SOUTH BAVARIA PIXS
I also have many beautiful pic-
tures of towns occupied by the 9th
in Southern Bavaria. I had no diffi-
culty finding my way around in the
various towns. However in the area
east of Monchau and southeast of
Eachen many of the roads between
towns have been rerouted. This was
in the area of heavy fighting. Quaint
old Monchau is still as beautiful as
ever, nestled in its narrow gorge-
like setting with the Ruhr River
running right through the town. It's
still a tourist town. I looked around
the Monchau, Kalterberg, Hofen
area but I couldn't find any more
thatched roof houses and barns
which were quite common in the
Belgian-German border area of the
Ardennes when we were there while
still in service.
I would be happy to write a se-
rialized account of my vacation trip
for inclusion in future editions of
The Octofoil.
Possibly one of these years our
Association could get together with
a travel agency and promote a three
or four-week flying tour of Western
Europe. I believe there would be a
lot of interest in such a trip.
Sincerely.
ELMER R. WAGNER.
Rt. 4, Bay City, Mich. 48706
Editor's Note: The Octofoil editor
will contact Comrade Wagner and
hold in abeyance any concrete un-
derstanding about space in future
issues until it can be discussed with
the Newspaper Committee at the
Boston Convention.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
A Big Day When "Grand Old Lady" Sets Sail
ELMER WAGNER SPENT MUCH TIME
GOING BACK OVER 9TH'S EUROPEAN
ROUTES; USED A HERTZ ON THIS TRIP
An event 0/ special interest annually is the day when the grand
old lady 0/ the seas, the U. S. Frigate Constitution sails down the Bos-
ton Harbor. Not only to preserve her association with the sea, but also
to keep her weatherin geven. She is taken lor a short "cruise.H Un-
defeated in battles she remains as the flagship 0/ the first navtll dis-
trict and a reminder of the rugged days of the U. S. Navy.
Under date of Dec. 31, 1966 Elmer
R. Wagner, Route 4, Bay City, Mich.
48706 sent the following letter to
Secretary Quinn which is self ex-
planatory:
CO. I, 47th
Dear Dan: I was a member of
Co. I, 47th Inf. from November, 1944
until May, 1946. Last May and June
I spent a wonderful four weeks' va-
cation in Europe visiting Belgium,
Luxembourg, Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. I traveled through these
countries in a Hertz rental car. I
had no problem making accommo-
dations as I went along. My knowl-
edge of the German language did
help.
I retraced my path and the trail
of the Ninth Division through Bel-
gium and West Germany, both dur-
ing the fighting and the occupation
days. I've got over 1000 color slides
of my vacation trip.
ENCOURAGED
At our Detroit Chapter's Christ-
mas party I was encouraged by the
gang present to write you about my
trip. I would be happy to supply
you with pictures for The Octofoil
of places where our 9th Division
passed through or was stationed for
various periods of time. My pictures
include Malmedy. Verviers, Eupen,
Aachen, Stollberg, Roetgen, Zweifall,
Hurtgen, Lammersdorf, Vossenack,
Simmerath. Kesternich, Mutzenich,
Monschau, Kalterherberg, H 0 fen,
Dreiborn, Einruhr, Schmidt, Nideg-
gen Castle, Zulpich, Bonn, Remagen,
Erpel, Ohlenburg, Erl, Oettelschoss,
Lorscheid, Neustadt, Mar bur g,
Berleburg, Winterberg, Begge, Mes-
chede, etc. plus many other towns
BOB MASON ENJOYS
READING OCTOFOIL
Robert Mason is a disabled former
26th F.A. man, living at 611 Gross
St., McKeesport, Pa. 15132-and al-
though not able to get out and kick
up his heels like many members-
he's doing more worthwhile good
than are many who are not handi-
capped. Bob Mason watches the Oc-
tofoil columns and jots down names
and addresses of other disabled for-
mer Ninth men and although dis-
abled himself, writes cheerful notes
to these other fellows. His letters
have helped bolster the morale of
many former Ninth men who are
now bedfast.
In a recent letter to Secretary Dan
Quinn, Bob Mason writes in part as
follows:
LOVES THE OCTOFOIL
Dear Buddy Dan: Enclosed is $4
for a year's dues. I do love reading
The Octofoil and reading of events,
both past and present-for the Ninth
is truly a great Division and one I
am very proud of. Would like to at-
tend a Reunion but this year the
city of Boston is a little too far for
me to travel. I have a stiff left leg
and cannot bend the knee due to
three operations after I had my leg
fractured at the knee. Was in VA
Hospital in Pittsburgh over a year.
I would like to see a Reunion in
Pittsburgh so I could attend as it is
just 15 miles from here. Best of luck
to all former 9th Men.-Robert Ma-
son, 26th F.A.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI-
The easier way to stay awake dur-
ing an after-dinner speech is to de-
liver it.
.Woodside Very III;
But Keeps Up With
Ninth In Vietnam
Robert Woodside is still in a VA
Hospital; his condition is not all that
could be desired. Mrs. Woodside ad-
vises that letters from old buddies
or former Ninth Division men, even
if he doesn't know them seems to do
more good than medicine. The ad-
dress is Robert Woodside, 22-2 So.,
VA Center, Bay Pines, Fla. 33504.
In Woodside's letter to The Oc-
tofoil as of March 15 he sends some
clippings from Florida newspapers
in which reference is made to ac-
tivity of the new 9th Division in
Vietnam. Bob wants the message
conveyed to those lads that the "old
men" of WorId War II 9th fame-
are proud of the Vietnam 9th lads-
and are praying for them.
Woodside enclosed a letter he re-
ceived from Robert Mason, 611 Gross
St., McKeesport, Pa. 15132. The two
Bobs have never met but both have
a lot in common-and Mason's letter
touched a tender spot in Woodside's
makeup. Parts of Mason's letter to
Woodside reads:
Buddy, I have known much of
hospitalization. My left leg is stiff;
I cannot bend it. Many are worse off
than me.
Yes, Bob, I joined the 9th Div.
(26th F.A. Bn.) on April 9, 1942 at
Fort Bragg and was with the same
outfit until September 1945. I knew
Kasserine Pass; and the first battle
I took part in at EI Guettar (I was
scared to death there.) I was sta-
tion at Birkadem right after landing
in North Africa. I'll always remem-
a good Q.M. turnout at the previous ber the landing at Algiers-and of
Boston Reunion. Adding up all these course the Battle of the Bulge.
factors, the writer always comes to WANTS BRAGG PICTURES
the same logical conclusion. It's go- For a long time I have been try-
ing to be the largest Q.M. attend- ing to get photos or picture cards of
ance of any other Reunion. old Fort Bragg. Noone seems to
MANY PARENTS COMING have kept any but then that was 25
~any parents wi~l bring their years ago. In the Octofoil I noted
chIldren to the ReUnIon. a former 9th man was stationed at
REMINISCING- Bragg now. I've written him for a
When the Q.M. begin to reminisce, I few picture post cards. The area
they always recall Fort Bragg, Cas-I w:ill probably not look much like it
ablanca, Kasserine Pass, Gafsa, EI dId when I was there but I have a
Guettar, Bizete, Sicily,. Winchtesr, soft spot for the place.
St. Lo, Ingolstadt and other places.. I shall pray for you Buddy. Keep
You will hear the Q.M. tell their in touch. It is indeed a pleasure to
experiences about the landing at know you even if only through cor-
Palermo. The ships were deployed respondence but I sure would like
in the bay in the early morning to have you for a friend. If there is
when there was an air raid and the anything I can do let me know.
Germans dropped their bombs. You My wife wor~ for. a firm in Pitts-
will recall the Q.M. boat rocking as burgh so my days here at home
the bombs hit the water. The Navy lonely ones. On March 20 I
did an outstanding job fighting the celebrate a birthday-and my buddy
German planes. We landed later in is returning from Vietnam and will
the morning. be here with his family for dinner.
Make your plans now to attend I will be 54-getting old. Always a
the 1967 Boston Reunion. See you at 9th Buddy-BOB.
the Reunion. A note from Gen. Ed Randle ad-
Best regards to all. Hope you are vises The Octofoil he has plans to
all well at home. visit Woodside at the VA Hospital.
Sincerely yours The general has spent much time
HARRY ORENSTEIN. writing former 9th men when he
The QM Committees' addresses learns they are hospitalized. And
are: the therapy has been terrific.
BILL PALADY, 403 29th St., Mc- , PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
K~~~~;t'O~:~stein,640 E. 139th St., DON TRUSH IN EFFORT
Bronx, P~Y ;~9_~~~5~'UES N-O-W! TO BEAT THE DEADLINE
these years, a weekend such as this
can be most rewarding.
Facilities have been secured at El-
mira's finest hotel, and the Italian-
American Veterans Club will be
open for our convenience Friday
afternoon and evening.
Co-Chairman Al "Hawk" DiRisio
is expecting a big turnout this year
-so maybe your plans now to at-
tend.
Anyone reading this notice and
knows of a member who has not
been contacted, please advise him
about this reunion. (Our mailing list
is not up to date.)
PROGRAM-
Friday, June 9-Registration at the
Mark Twain Hotel. Then fun and
frolic at the Italian American Vet-
erans Club. (afternoon and evening.)
Saturday, June 10-at the Mark
Twain Hotel-Meeting, 2:30 p.m.
Banquet-7:30 p.m. in the New
Orleans Room of the hotel.
Dancing-9:00 p.m. till 1:00 a.m. to
one of the Southern tiers finest
bands.
Let's make it a big weekend and
please send your cards as soon as
possible.-Your Buddy, Al Baccile,
915 Davis St., Elmira N. Y.
By HARRY ORENSTEIN,
640 E. 139th St.
Bronx, N.Y. 10454
TO ALL 9TH Q.M.s-
The January-February, 1967 Octo-
foil has published the details for the
1967 Boston Reunion. It has all the
ingredients of an excellent Reunion.




Thursday Evening, July 2o-Wel-
coming party
Friday Evening, July 21-Teen Age
Dance 7:30 P.M. to 11 P.M.
Informal Dance 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Saturday, July 22, 10:00 A.M.-
Memorial Services
Saturday Evening, July 22-Banquet
and Dance
There will be free parking at the
Sheraton-Boston Hotel.
* * *
HARRY ORENSTEIN SAYS POTENTIAL IN NEW
ENGLAND AREA SHOULD MAKE '67 REUNION
THE LARGEST IN ATTENDANCE EVER HELD
Q.M.NOTES:
The 1967 Reunion should have the
largest Q.M. representation of any
other Reunion. The greatest Q.M.
potential is in the Boston and near-
by New Haven areass. The writer
has seen many Q.M.s at other Re-
unions and at Father Connors' an-
n ual Memorial Services in Worces-
ter, Mass. There will be Q.M. meet-
ing for the first time since the end
of World War II. There will be Q.M.
present who attend the annual Re-
unions. The writer has received let-
ters that said they are planning to
attend the 1967 Reunion. There was
Those former 9th Division men
who have attended Co. "B" 39th Re-
unions have experienced thrills that
they will never forget. They are at
it again-AI "Hawk" DiRissio, Tom
Orband, Al Baccile and others-ar-
ranging for the next big blowout of
Co. B men. This time the big frolic
will be held at Elmira, N. Y., at the
Mark Twain Hotel on June 9 and 10,
1967.
The following is a brief resume of
the shindig. Any information not in-
cluded in the following breakdown
will be furnish to those who contact





Dear Buddies: As you can see, our
annual reunion will be held in El-
mira, New York, this year. This
event has always been a great
source of joy and expectation for
all who attend. I personally always
feel a surge of excitement as this
mutual love affair draws near and
with each passing year becomes
more meaningful.
To you who have never attended,
or seen any of your comrades in all
AI Baccile Gives Breakdown On the
June 9 Co. IBI 39th Reunion in Elmira
Television commercials are those
few brief moments when a man pays
attention to his wife and kidneys.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
Ninth Division veterans hurrying
JESSE DAVIS CHATS WITH Colclasure's Son Is ~oalb~~agl~~s e~~f:ee ;~ei~r~ne~V~~t
GEN. WESTMORELAND Wearing the Old tOI~drvf~~lYdeadlines for obtaining
a GI home loan are passing daily,
Young Jesse Davis is a happy GI. Man's 9th Insignia with the final date of termination set
He had a chat during the past for July 25, 1967.
month with his dad's old command- An old H Co. 60th GI-Wyett H. Under the formula for individual
ing officer-Gen. William Westmore- Colclasure, So.... Washington St., deadlines, each veteran has ten
land. During the conversation Da- Kinmundy, Illinois 62854, Phone 547- years from the date of discharge
vis mentioned to the general having 3310 under date of Feb. 13, writes in from his last period of active service,
visited West Point with his dad and part as follows: plus one year of eligibility for each
some 34th F.A. buddies of his dad Dear Fellow Alumni: Wonder how 90 days of active war-time military
when the general was at the Point. many second generation "Old Re- duty. In addition, under a new sys-
They discussed Father Ed Connors liables" there are in our ranks? tern of computing the total length of
and other 9th Division subjects. The My son, Wyett H. Colclasure II, entitlement, the extra days in excess
General mentioned to young Davis is with Headquarters & Headquar- of the whole number of 90 day pe-
that since the Ninth Division had ters Co., 9th Inf. Div. In addition, riods can now be considered. In no
moved into Vietnam he was wearing he is wearing some of the shoulder case, however, will en entitlement
the Octofoil shoulder patch. patches and a set of captain bars be carried beyond the July 25, 1967
General Westmoreland posed for worn by me when with the Ninth deadline.
a picture that young Davis made during World War II. Buying a home is usually the most
and sent home to his dad who a few It would be interesting to know important financial transaction in
years back was Captain Westmore- how many father-son 9th combina- the lifetime of the average family.
land's jeep driver. Itions there are among us. Therefore, a veteran should be cer-
According to the Fouth Division's Briefly rundown on yours truly: tain that he is getting the right
"poop sheet" Jesse Davis, Jr. had R.eti::ed, disa~ility, 4-~~-45; too m:uch house-the one that suits the needs
won soldier of the month in his pIg Iron durmg TuniSIan campaIgn; of his family. He should also be
company and then the Battalion- went to work 1948 as civilian. Pro- aware of the responsibilities that
and from there on was designated posed retirement this employment home ownership brings.
an aide to the Fourth Division C.O. 6-27-73. Interested in guns and -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
for one week. The never to be for- shooting, modern and antique. Hunt Don Bennett Moves
gotten conference with the General and fish at every excuse.
took place April 9 while Davis was Any and all old pot-bellied out to GOV. Kerne,'s Area
helping run Fourth Division head- of shape former N~th soldiers pass-
quarters as the C.O.'s aide. ng through the Kmmundy, Ill. area Donald Bennett recently moved
The proud parents, Mr. and Mrs. are asked to stop long enough to say from Rhode Island to 322 Stillwell
Jesse Davis, Sr., live in Hebron, O. howdy, if that's all the time they Drive, Buffalo Grove, illinois. Don
Box 84. have.-Yours, Wyett. was with K Co., 39th Regt. He says
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W! he will miss Worcester Mass. on
Sh t B t S t Sundays before the 11th of Novem-
The power and speed of new cars or u wee - ber and a bunch of swell fellows in
help bring places closer together- When sending in 1967 dues James the New England Chapter. He would
like this world and the next. Hart, Jr., 7 Nenogh Drive, Wilming- like to contact members of the Illi-
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI- ton, Del. Co. K 60th has this to say: nois Chapter. That TIlinois outfit will
"My best to all the good 9th Men find him in nothing flat and make
and their families." him forget about being homesick.
. PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W! They even look up strangers just
Takmg off a turtle-neck sweater passing through for a few days and
is a hair-raising experience. I give them the royal treatment.
March-April, 1967 THE OCTOFOIL Page 5
Sincerely,
HAROLD RISSUE.PAY '-9-6-7 DUES N-o-WI
ORBAND VISITS THE OLD
NORYH CAROLINA SPOTS
GARY C. FRANKLIN
Cary is the fine looking son of
Charles H. Franklin, '5741 Fla-
mingo Way, Hialeah, Florida.
"Chuck," a former Ninth man, is
(I civilian employe at the base
Gary is stationed and gets to see
his young soldier son abnost
every day. The lad is attached to
tllJ, Artillery Group at Homestead
Air Force Base, Fla., near enough
for "Mom" to do some checking
when she thinks it is necessary.
Mrs. Henry Daszczynski writes
from 6535 SW 31st St., Miami, Fla.
33155, and gives some interesting in-
formation about the old 60th Inf.
and Hqtr. man.
Parts of the letter reads:
Henry is very active in veterans'
affairs such as the Polish Legion of
American Veterans. He was Com-
mander for three years and has held
other offices for nine years or more.
Henry is also active with Post 5718,
Veterans of Foreign Wars in Coral
Gables, Fla. He has always had a
desire to attend one of the 9th's
Reunions, but first on ~ thing and
then another has prevented him
from attending. He is hoping nothing
will happen that will prevent rum
attending this year.
Mrs. Daszczynski advises that Hen-
ry just learned that a Comrade by
the name of Zimmer, a former 9tll
man, was in Jackson Memorial Hos-
pital in Miami, and has been visiting
him and asks that if there are other
former Ninth men near the address
given above to stop in some time for
a chat and if too far for that-at
least drop a card in the mail box.-PAY 1967 DUES N-Q-WI-
Hon. Ed B. Bailey, Mayor
of Demopolis, Ala. Wants
Former Buddies Stop In
Just ever so often His Honor,
Mayor Ed Bailey, Demopolis, Ala.
has a lonesome feeling for some
word from any of the old 39th out-
fit. Ed was with E, F, G and K Com-
panies. first as Lt. Bailey, then as
Capt. Bailey. His mail address in
Demopolis is P.O. Box 577.
The Octofoil editor was recently
on a highway driving from Dallas~
Texas, to Columbus, Ga., and noted
he was bypassing Demopolis by a
few miles. From the business dis-
trict bypass, the city looked like a
hustling and enterprising little com-
munity just chuck full of honest-to-
God good people. Anyone going on
that highway don't make the edi.,;
tor's mistake and keep going-slow
down, stop by and see the Mayor.
It's better than an even bet anyone
who does will always be glad they
did. PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
WANTED: Used secretary in good
I condition.
at Arlington, accounting for only 290
burials in 1966.
The annual rate of interments at
Arlington has increased from 4,578
in 1962 to more than 7,000. On Feb-
ruary 10, 1967, there were only 6,437
available gravesites remaining. Un-
der the revised criteria about 2,000
gravesites will be needed each of the
next three years. The Army is in the
process of implementing a long plan-
ned expansion of the cemetery on
the grounds of the South Post of
Fort Myel'. This expansion will ul-
timately provide about 60,000 more
gravesites, but the first of these will
not become available for burials un-
til December, 1969. The revised bu-
rial criteria in concert with the ex-
pansion program will thus allow un-
interrupted operation at Arlington
during the period needed to com-
plete the expansion and for many
years to come.
INACTIVE IN 1967
Uncommitted gravesites at Bev-
erly National Cemetery (New Jer-
sey) and Fort Rosecrans National
Cemetery (California), were ex-
hausted during 1966 and those facil-
ities became inactive. Golden Gate
National Cern e t e r y (California),
Camp Nelson National Cemetery
(Kentucky) and Fort Harrison Na-
tional Cemetery (Virginia) are ex-
pected to become inactive in 1967.
The closure of. Beverly and Fort
Rosecrans made it impossible to
provide gravesites at these ceme-
teries on application of next of kin
in behalf of Armed Forces members
killed during the Vietnam conflict.
If the conflict continues, the same
nroblem might arise in 1967 at Gold-
en Gate, Camp 'Nelson and Fort
Harrison.
The Department of the Army will
acquire small parcels of additional
land for gravesite development at
these five cemeteries. If at all pos-
sible, land contiguous with existing
boundaries will be obtained. Failing
that, the sites selected will be lo-
cated in the immediate vicinity and
will be operated as annexes of these
National Cemeteries.
Newly acquired property will be
converted to gravesite use as quickly
as possible. Periods ranging from 8
months to a year may be necessary
to complete this conversion.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI-
DR. KAUI'MAN SAYS Daszczyn~11 Active In
WRITE. • SOUND 01'1' Florida Veteran Circles
Dr. A. S. Kaufman, M.D., 4546 N.
Broad St., Philadelphia 40,. Pa., a
former Lieutenant Colonel Hq. Med.
Bn., has this to say:
Dear Dan: I am enclosing my dues.
I wish to take this opportUIiity to
invite all former members of the
Ninth Medical Battalion to write to
The Octofoil about themselves. The
9th Medical Battalion served the Di-
vision with great distinction thru-
out its entire history and in all its
campaigns. Among its enlisted men
and officers were soldiers of high
devotion to duty and service to the
sick and wounded of the fighting
units.
Having served with Medical Bat-
talion from September, 1940 to June,
1945 and having had the great
honor of being its commanding of-
ficer from 1943 to 1945, I have al-
ways been proud of the enthusiasm
and esprit d'corps of all our men.
The Ninth Medical Battalions was
as great, as our Division was the
greatest.
I would welcome hearing of my
old friends through The Octofoil.-
Sincerely, A. S. Kaufman, M.D.PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
Hold the Fort-Pizza
Orders Coming Upl
Fort Riley. Kans.-Thanks to their
mess steward, men of Battery B, 1st
Battalion, 11th Artillery 9th Infantry
Division-now in Vietnam-will soon
be picking up pizza in the "chow"
line.
In an effort to get "something spe-
cial" for his troops, Staff Sergeant
Francis J. Rosebush wrote to the
Post Services Commissary officer at
Fort Riley, former home of the 11th
Artillery.
Staff Sergeant Rosebush asked for
pizza mix, cheese, spices and peppers
and sent a personal check to cover
cost. The check was returned to
the sergeant.
The interest of the administrative
and supervisory personnel in the
Post Commissary was sparked by the
letter. They contributed funds to
procure three cases of pizza mix
which are now on the way to SSG
Rosebush and men of Battery B.
Commissary personnel also con-
tributed enough funds to buy a case
of hot peppers and the necessary
spices and cheese.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI-
Secretary Dan Quinn is in receipt
of a lengthy communique from the
Department of the Army, signed by
Col. Francis T. Devlin, Chief, Com-
munity Relations Division. The letter
is date February 19, 1967, and is as
follows:
New criteria which will reduce the
number of people eligible for burial
at Arlington National Cemetery
were ordered today by the Depart-
ment of the Army. The change,
which will apply to persons dying
after February 17, 1967, will pre-
vent a two-year interruption in Ar-
lington burials which would begin
early in 1968 if the current rate of
interments were to continue. The
Army is also providing additional
burial spaces at the Beverly (New
Jersey), Fort Rosecrans and Golden
Gate (California), Camp Nelson
(Kentucky), and Fort Harrison
(Virginia) National Cemeteries.
LIMITED
Under the new criteria, burials at
Arlington National Cemetery will be
limited to Medal of Honor Winners,
active duty and retired members of
the Armed Forces and honorably
discharged veterans who have also
served in high positions in the Fed-
eral Government. Wives and minor
children of the foregoing are also
eligible. The change does not affect
previous commitments to eligible
survivors of those already buried in
Arlington, nor is it applicable to the
other 67 active National Cemeteries.
Under the former criteria any
member or former member of the
Armed Forces of the United States
or any citizen of the United States
who served in the Armed Forces of
any government allied with the
United States during a war, whose
last active duty terminated honor-
ably, was eligible for burial at Ar-
lington. Also eligible were the wives,
husbands and minor children of the
foregoing.
VIETNAM NOT A FACTOR
Consistently over the last'10 years
about 70 percent of the burials at
Arlington have been veterans and
their wives, most of them residents
of the Washington area. There are
nine other national cemeteries in
Virginia and two in Maryland with
available gravesites. The conflict in
Vietnam has not been a major factor
in the increasi~,g number of burials
BURIAL POLICY FOR ARLINGTON




Frank Fazio, Chairman of the New
York Chapter Committee in co-op-
eration with Monsignor DeLaura's
April 22 Memorial April 22 Memo-
rial Mass, recently sent a very com-
prehensive letter to members of the
Chapter that will prove most helpful
to those members attending the
Mass. The letter is self explanatory
and reads as follows:
Dear Fellow Member:
Last year during the Memorial
Service at Pinelawn National Ceme-
tery Monsignor DeLaura, beloved
Chaplain of the 47th Inf., praised the
Chapter for the efforts it has made
to honor the men who fell in battle
while serving with the Ninth Infan-
try Division, and he expressed the
hope that these efforts would be
carried on for many years to come.
Recently several members of the
Chapter have been in contact with
Monsignor DeLaura and they have
made arrangements to have a Me-
morial Mass said for the departed
members of the Division. The Mass
will be celebrated at St. Rocco's
Church, Glen Cove, N. Y. at 11:30
A.M. on April 22, 1967. All former
members of the Division and their
16--0CTO _
families are cordially invited to at-
tend the Mass. This Mass is being
said for men of all faiths and we
hope that it will be attended by men
of all faiths. After the Mass a buffet
luncheon will be served in the
Church Hall. If you know of any
former Ninth Division man who is
not on our mailing list, please con-
tact him and tell him about the
Memorial Mass.
EASY TO REACH
OHIO BOYS SENT OUT St. Rocco's Church can be reached
OTIC S by taking the Long Island Express-FOLLOW-UP N E I way to Exit 39 N., aft~r leaving .the
Paul Keller president of the Ohio Expressway make a rIght turn mto
Chapter, and Dick Pestel, secretary, Glen Cove R~., continue alo~g Glen
noted quite a few Octofoils were ad- Cove Rd. untIl you reach FIrst St.,
dressed to former 9th men in Ohio make a right turn into First St., and
in red ink when the last issue of proceed along First St. until you
The Octofoil was printed. They got reach St. Rocco's Rd., make a right
busy and had some cards printed turn into St. Rocco's Rd. and pro-
and addressed them to the members ceed one block to the Church.
whose paper was addressed in red.. For further info~mation pertain-
Some have called and promised to mg to the MemorIal Mass contact
attend to the matter very soon. Some Frank Fazio, 820 Mace Ave., Bronx,
have sent their dues direct to Secre- N.Y. Telephone TU 2-5605. - Sin-
tary Quinn. That's about all they cerely, Frank Fazio, Chairman.
can do to help the N~tional.Secre- .VERNPABYE'-L9-L6-7RDEUEMSEN-MO-WB!ERS
tary. The lawmakers In OhIO have
written up some kind of law that
ili~~ldv~~f:JethePe~ff~~d:r~'t~:~:; 9TH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
with firing pieces and make 'em divy Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bell get
up with their 1967 dues. their mail on RF.D. No.1, PresquePAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI Isle, Maine. Vern is a former 15th
CHUCK TEED COMES Engr.
Mrs. Bell sent for another copy
BACK TO THE GANG of "Eight Stars to Victory" because
Charles Teed, a former L Co. 47th someone who borrowed their copy
man was front page copy a few just plum forgot to bring it back.
years ago after being singled out by And while contacting the National
a nationally known magazine for an Headquarters a check was made out
exG.I. to retract some steps he for $10 to help out the Scholarship
took while with the Ninth Division. Fund.
Mter the magazine articles were Mrs. Bell writes in part:
printed Chuck was a guest at the "Although the amount I am send-
Reunion that year. He is still living ing for the Scholarship Fund is a
in Effingham, TIl., 505 W. Kentucky small amount, it will help and those
Avenue. Secretary Quinn is in re- scholarships help more than anyone
ceipt of a short note from Teed that can imagine unless someone dose
was dated Jan. 5, parts of which has been helped by a scholarship.
read: We know how much they ~Ielp be-
Dear Dan: Just a line to say hello cause our daughter, Donna, who is a
and turn in my dues. Hope the Senior at Westbrook Junior Coilege,
world has been treating you and all Portland. Maine has earned a full
the old ~gang okay. I haven't been tuition scholarship for each year.
able to attend a Reunion for a few In behalf of the youngsters The
years but am hopeful of being able Octofoil extends thanks to you-Mr.
to attend another one pretty soon. and Mrs. Vernon Bell.
Regards to all former 9th men and -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
especial~y old buddies from L Co., Sgt Hynes Spends
47th-Smcerely, Chuck Teed. •
AL LEE-9RECOVERING Time In Hospital
FROM TICKER SKIPS Sgt. John P. Hynes, E Co. 47th,is one of those many unfortunate
Al Lee's good wife Grace, keeps 47th men who were taken POW at
The Octofoil informed about AI's EI Guettar during the African cam-
health and behavior. He had a paign. The sarge has been in Kings-
heart attack on January 28, 1966 and bridge VA Hospital for nearly four
just returned to work last August. months suffering from the effects of
He's feeling fit as a fiddle and is a that POW experience. He has a new
bit careful and watching out that Bronx address, which is:
he doesn't overdo things just be- Sgt. John P. Hynes,
cause he feels like kicking up his 614 Logan Avenue
heels. Bronx, N. Y. 10465
Al and Grace Lee live at 1874 Care Muldowney
Fir St., Salem, Oregon. Both enjoy John's sister, Helen Muldowney,
reading The Octofoil, especially passed away recently, leaving a 22-
when a lot of AI's old 47th buddies year-old son and a 6-year-old
get the lead out of their. pants and daughter
send in some news notes. The old Sarge would be glad toPAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W! hear from some of his old buddies.
Montalchi Celebrated PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
Wedding Anniversary TIME EXTENDED TO FILE
Joseph Montalchi celebrated his FOR DEATH GRATUITY
25th wedding anniversary just about Eligible survivors of veterans who
the time the last issue of The Octo- died on or after January 31 1957 and
f?il was being mail~d. His daughter before September 29, 1965 have been
tIpped Secr~taryQumn off about the given an extended time (to Novem-
event. Joe IS an old 39th Inf. man. ber 2 1967) to make application for
The Octofoil extends congratulations death gratuity benefit
to he and Mrs. Montalchi. The cou- PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
pIe live at 1408 90th St., No. Ber- A schmuck is a guy who leaves
gen, N. J. I the shower to answer the call-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI- )nature.
It WOODY NORMAN
STARTS 01'1' RIGHT
Woodrow W. Norman, Rt. 3, Box
172B, Elkview, W. Va., got off to a
good start in 1967. One of the first
things he did was sent in for a Life
Membership in the Association.
Woody was with Div. Hqtrs. and
Transportation.
Norman mentions two old buddies
who have looked him up and paid a
greatly appreciated visit. One was
William Toland 1424 New York Rd.,
Oceanville, N. J., and the other was
Stuart Sugg, 801 W. 6th St., Ayden,
North Carolina.
The Suggs made a repeat visit.
The Norman clan in turn moved in
on the Sugg's family for a short
spell-and all parties concerned had
a wonderful time.
Mr. and Mrs. Sugg have a young-
ster, Mike, in the Armed Forces-
and at FORT BRAGG, just three
barracks over from dad's old flop
house. The Suggs also have a lovely
16-year-old daughter, Deblia.
Woody and Mrs. Norman have two
fine youngsters-Charles and Mar-
tha.
I Among some of the Christmas
cards reaching the Norman home
were from Capt. Roger Schaeffer,
Carl Cook and C. E. Combs. Notes
were also received from Louis Con-
ners, in Maryland, and Norton Pix-
ton in Utah. Pixton has six children;
a son is a missionary in Canada.
Woody sends greetings to all the
ola. gang and would like to hear
from any of them.
(Editor's Note: The Octofoil edi-
tor was watching a parade in Akron,
O. recentlY and spotted Rog Schaef-
fer leading a high school band in the
parade. He is a high school mm:e in-
structor and band leader with the
Akron Board of Education.)-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
Likes
"The Mad Russian," Mike Mysyk,
12604 Darlington Avenue, Garfield
Heights, Ohio 44126 has been laying
a little low since that bad auto acci-
dent he went through. But that's
something of the past in the Mad
Russian's life-he's on the go again.
Most of his going is in behalf of the
labor union that he represents in the
Greater Cleveland area.
Mike and Angie are planning on
not letting anything humanly possi-
ble interfere with their plans to see
their scores of old friends at the Re-
union in Boston-in that brand-new
1967 Buick he is crusing around in.
Angie got hooked for jury duty
and it stretched out for six weeks.
Mike had to go back to C rations
until Angie got released. He's against
jury duty for women-at least for
wives. PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
HAROLD RISSUE IS
IN-THEN HE'S our
Harold Rissue, M Co., 60th, 363
S. 3rd Ave., Park Falls, Wis. writes
as follows:
"I have been in and out of the
hospital since last April and just
returned home after a 2-month visit
there for major surgery. While there
I met two former 60th men 3rd Bn.:
Charles Beauprey of Neopit, Wise.,
former I Co. man. Members would
remember him as "Chief," he also
was a patient there.
Ben Thielity, former 3rd Bu. mo-
tor pool driver of Baraboo, Wis.,
heard that I was in the hospital and
he and his family visited a couple of
times.
I have to go back again April 3, at
which time I hope the doctors will
give me an O.K. so I can return
back to work, probably not in my
old capacity but! doing something
else. I haven't worked since the ac-
cident which was on Dec. 6, 1~5.
I don't know if I will be able to
make Boston or not but am sure
going to try.
Have been keeping track of the
9th's progress in Vietnam via the TV
news. My prayers to all the men
over there as htose who had to stay
behind prayed for us some 20 years
ago.
Tom Orband always "gets his
man." His business takes him to all
parts of the country and wherever
he hangs his hat up for a night's
sleep he seems to be able to ferret
out a former 9th Division man and
convinces the guy he should eith er
join the Association or pay back
dues. Tom's home is in Bingham-
ton, N.Y. He recently stopped off
at Fayetteville after a trip to Flor-
ida. Naturally he visited Walter
Sloven, and then contacted Fred
Nichols, another former 9th man.
These contacts and collections are
such frequent occasions when Tom
Orband is on the prowl that the guys
don't consider the incidents news-
it's just the way of life with '.fom
Orband, a great guy-a loyal 39th
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APRIL MEETING IN NEW YORK
CITY WAS LARGELY ATTENDED
God never heard of-would really
get sick on the stomach to review,
just in pictures, the Vietnam terrain.
The Old Reliable paper isn't filled
entirely with dry statistics. It has
some comics for diversion-and a
coupon that is helpful in mailing
copies of the paper back to the home
folks. Weekly lists of awards, Purple
Hearts, etc. are printed in the paper.
Inspirational pictures showing the
friendly deeds bestowed upon the
natives-especially the children-fill
a bit of space.
MEET AGAIN
In the March 4 issue a picture was
printed showing a surprise Reunion
between Gen. Westmoreland and
Sgt. Maj. Kenneth Decker. The Viet-
nam Sergeant Major was a First Ser-
geant of C Bty. 34th Field in Fort
Bragg from August, 1940 to May,
1942 when Gen. Westmoreland - (a
captain then) was battery command-
er of the unit.
Pictures of the GIs getting their
hair cut in or near the field would
indicate that no improvement has
been made in this department re-
gardless of all the high-sounding
changes made in other departments
of a U. S. Fighting Army.
Many pictures show these lads try-
ing to walk a tight rope over treach-
erous streams of water-where, if
one slip is made the soldier falls on
hundreds of poisoned darts placed
in the water by the vicious VCs.
The Commonwealth of Kansas an-
nounced that the state had adopted
the Ninth Infantry Division as their
own. The young GIs in turn are
planting Kansas sunflowers all over
Vietnam.
The OJd Reliable is not a gazette
filled with bragging in reporting on
the fine work being done by the Di-
vision. It is just a chronological list-
ing of achievements and proper, un-
dramatized credit given where credit
is due.- That in itself make the nar-
ratives all absorbing-no dramatiza-
tion is necessary.
Those lads are deserving of any
and everything people on this side
of the world can do to show love and
devotion to and for them.
Permanent Purple
Heart At Cemeteries
GEN. REESE M. HOWELL 'liTHE OLD RELIABLE" NEWSPAPER.
IS CALLED BY DEATH PRINTED IN COMBAT AREA. IS A
Dick O'Connor, Whittier, Calif., FEAT NEVER TO BE FORGOTTENPICNIC PERMISSION has forwarded to The Octofoil a
President Witzkin reported that he clipping he extracted from a Cali- "
had been officially notified that per- fornia newspaper that reported the A. copr, of Vol. ~, No. 1 The Old
mission had been granted the Chap- death of Brig. Gen. Reese M. Howell. R:hable . was maIled. to Th~ Octo-
tel' to hold its picnic at Roosevelt Parts of the clipping read: I fOIl, straIght fr?~. VIetnam s com-
Park, near Menlo Park, New Jersey Private funeral services for retired Ibat area. The DIVISIOn Sergean~~-
on June 11, 1967 in sections 1 and Brig. Gen. Reese M. Howell, 77, were· ~ am sure that the Assoc~at~on
1A. The park has modern. restroom held at Forest Lawn Memorial Park. I am sure that the AssOCIatIon
facilities. General Howell died at his home knows by this time that the first
FALL DANCE 1134 Sierra Alta Way. He served ~ contingent of the Old Reliable~ land-
Fazio reported he had found a fine the army after his graduation from ~ on the shores of South VIetnam
spot to have the fall dance. He re- West Point in 1915 and until his re- m December, 1966.
ported that Local Chapter 65 at Astor tirement in 1946. We have started publishing a Di-
Place and 8th St., New York City He was promoted to brigadier gen- vision newspaper called The Old Re-
was offering a good deal at reason- eral during the North African artil- liable and thought you might be in-
able prices. Due to other commit- lery campaign and received many terested in having copies mailed to
ments by Local Chapter 65 the 9th American and foreign awards-in- you. I am enclosing our initial efforts
Division group had to change the cluding the Silver Star and Bronze in copies 1 and 2. Major John F. Ma-
dance date to Oct. 7, 1967. This date Star. loney, our Information Officer, will
will not interfere with the Jewish I In 1951 he became active in civil have the Association placed on our
holidays. Among other things there I defense work. He worked with civil mailing list. Also, is there a possi-
will be a hot Smorgasbord. A chef i defense planning for 10 years in Bev- bility of having copies of the Octo-
will be carving roast beef, corned erly Hills. foil mailed to us here in Vietnam?
beef and pastrami all night. There He leaves his widow, May, of the We hope to maintain a close harmo-
will be a good band. There is a free home address. nious relationship with the "Old
cocktail party. Bargains on liquor The Octofoil joins with Gen. How- Wearers" of the Octofoil.
prices and free beer. The price for ell's old friends and buddies and ex- Secretary Quinn immediately noti-
two people will be approximately tends to Mrs. Howell sincere and fied the Sergeant Major that the As-
$15 Chm. Fazio advises that the hall heartfelt sympathy in this hour of sociation and The Octofoil would be
is near all public transportation. A her greatest grief. most happy to receive the paper.
motion was made to authorize Fazio -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- And a most interesting sheet it has
to co~summate.thedea~. T~e motion FOLLWEILER SENDS proven to be. Vol. 1, No. 14 was the
prevaIled. PreSIdent WItzkm thank- 1 test issue received
ed F~zio for his diligent efforts in IN IIMELY TOPICS :AR CRY FROM WORLD WAR n
securmg a good deal for the fall Richard Follweiler, a former Co. Th . W ld W IIdance . e greatest gripe or ar
REUNION REPORT G, 39th man writes from 830 Kiowa Nin~h Divi~ion men had was not
. St., Allentown, Pa. 18103. gettmg credIt for the hard work they
Enul Langer gave.a r~port on t~e Dick recently transferred mem- were doing. They were not even al-
progress of the Reuruon m Boston. m bership from one Legion Post to an- lowed (most of the time) to wear an
July, 1967. He attended a meetmg other. The Post he transferred to is Octofoil shoulder patch. Secwi.ty
of the New England Chapter at Fa- the George W. H. Rothrock Post reason was the cause so it was said.
ther Connors Coffee Shoppe. The No. 818-312 E. Hamilton St., Allen- '
Reunion will be discussed at the Na- town, Pa. Post 818 is named in honor MANY HEROE.S .
tional Board of Governors meeting of a Ninth Division man is the rea- The. authentI~ated. herOIC de~ds
in Pittsburgh, Pa., April 29. He said son for Dick's transfer. Sounds like these· fme . lads m VIe~am wearmg
a large program of entertainment a good reason for transferring. He the OctofoI1 are performmg from day
was being planned. He urged mem- also met an old Sergeant buddy at to. day ~e too numerous t~ be re-
bers to get their hotel reservations the new Post-8gt. Larry Piechoshi, prmted m f';lll .here and unfaIr to ex-
in early Langer reported all mem- 206 McClellan St., So. Philadelphia, tract for prmtmg purposes any par-
bers of' the New England Chapter Pa. Follweiler wants someone in that ticular one. Fo.r instance, a story. of
are working hard to make the Re- area to sign the Sarge up right now. a noncom fallmg ~n top of a lIve
union a success Larry has the home address of grenade to save hIS squad. Makes
. other men who were with the 39th. goose pimples come on - and also
MR. MAC WINS Sounds like a valuable man for the makes "old" World War II GIs more
Al Orletti, Chapter Sergeant At Ph'l d 1 h' to 1 h t proud than ever to have worn the
Arms, made the collection for the I a ~A~1f~UES N~~W~n o. Octofoil-and certainly makes every
dark horse prize. Mr. McInerney, the member of the Association proud of
Chapter's own Gold Star Father, won Doesn't Like the this new breed soldier fighting the
the dark horse prize, a salad bowl Vietnam battles.
set. "Red Brigade" Old time 9th men who thought
It was nice.talking with Leon Rob- George W. Cyphers, 1656 Lock- North Africa was a part of this world
erts again. He was with Hqtrs. Co.,
47th, and retired from the Army in wood Ave., /io"f.. Cleveland, O. 44112, ------------------------------
1963. He 'lives at 19 Elm St., Den- a fonner cr.: B, 60th man', doesn't LBO MaTSON DIBD Law Amended to
ville, New Jersey. think much of Secretary Quinn put-
ting him on·the "red ink brigade" ON DBCEMBER 2.411I Help Handicapped
LARGE MEETING when the last issue of The Octofoil Albro Fessenden of 14 Cedar Ave.,
The April meeting was probably was mailed out. In 'order that a stop Jamestown, N. Y., sent a clipping Pennsylvania is the latest state to
the largest in attendance the Chapter may be put to that practice and right to The Octofoil that contained the amend its motor vehicle code to pro-
has held. A token of respect for our now-he sent a check for 1967 dues. sad news that Leo Matson had pass- vide special license plates and park-
departed Chaplain was one of the -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI- ed away. The clipping was from a ing privileges to certain disabled
reasons for the large attendance.. Note Irom Gold Star Jamestown newspaper and read in veterans and handicapped persons,
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI- according to Pasquale B. Gervace,part as follows:Dad - Mr. McInerney Leo G. Matson, 49, of 12 Sumner DAV Assistant National Service Di-
Place, Jamestown, died at 10:33 a.m. rector of Employment.
A note from New York Chap- Saturday, Dec. 24, 1966 in the Buffa- The amendments read, in part:
ter's beloved Gold Star Dad, Mr. 10 VA Hospital. "On the application of any person
Michael McInerney, is always a An Army veteran of World War who has lost the use of a leg orboth
welcome sight to The Octofoil. II he served in the 9th Infantry legs, or an arm or both arms, or
On March 2 a very nice typical Division in Germany and was in any combination thereof, or any per-
McInerney note reached The Octo- Berlin when occupied by the Allied son who is blind, the department
foil. There was one slight variation. countries. He was a talented musi- shall issue such handicapped person
This very nice note was penned by cian, employed by many well-known special registration plates designat-
the very sweet little Gold Star bands. ing the vehicle so licensed as belong-
Mother-Mrs. Mc. She advises that He was born in Jamestown Feb. ing to a handicapped person.
Mr. Mc is getting along pretty good 17, 1917, and was a graduate of "The department shall not charge
and come fair and warm weather he Jamestown High School. any fee other than the regular fee
will be up and at 'em again. Mrs. He is survived by his mother and for annual registration, for the issu-
Mc tells of catching some of the three brothers. The Octofoil extends ance of such registration plates.
New York members on the run in to the heartbroken mother and other "A further exception shall be made
the hotel lobby on their way to the grieving relatives sincere condo- when a person operating a motor
last Chapter meeting and with hav- lences. vehicle bearing plates issued to a
ing had a most enjoyable social -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI- handicapped person as prescribed
session with the McInerneys favo- O'Connol'S Head "'01" and which motor vehicle is being
rite ex-G.!., Tom Orband of Bing- - operated by or for the benefit of
hamton, N.Y. R I LeIS-ul"ely CI"'UIS-e such handicapped person shall be
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- ea relieved of any liability with respect
Members of the New York Chapter to parking for a period of 90 min-
remember Richard O'Connor-the utes in excess of the legal parking
friendly Jersey boy who picked up period permitted by local authorities
and took off for Sunny California . . . except where local ordinances
A permanent display of the Purple several years ago. Once or twice he or police regulations prohibit parking
Heart medal at each of the 22 come back cross country for a visit. on any highway for the purpose of
American World War I and II over- Evidently he has gotten over those creating a fire lane or where said
seas cemeteries has been authorized periods of homesickness and doesn't ordinances or police regulations pro-
by President Johnson. visit or write any more. His home vide for the accommodation of heavy
CASEY CAN'T "'IN The medal will be displayed "as address now is 9567 Bluford Ave., traffic during morning, afternoon or- D a perpetual symbol of the profound Whittier, Calif. evening hours or where such motor
ftTH MEN IN HILLS gratitude of a bereaved nation for There's no use writing this wan- vehicle is parked in such a manner
Y I the devotion and sacrifice of the he-\ dering former 84th F. A. man - as to clearly be a traffic hazard."
A. B. Casey, former 39th man, roes wh~ are co~emorated here." for quite a spell after Se~t. 1. He -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-Wl-
writes from 715 E. Walnut St. Paris A certIficate bearmg these words I and Grace (the fine Mrs. 0 Connor) Ed Machowski Writes
Tenn. In a letter to Secreta;y Da~ and signed by the President, along are taking off on a trip through Eu-
Quinn dated March 8 he writes: with the Purple Heart medal and a rope that will take them through From "Windy City"
To ~y knowledge there is only brief history of the decoratio:r:,. w~ll England, Bel~ium, Berlin, France, Ed W. Machowski, Illinois Chap-
one other former Ninth man living be pl~c.ed ~n p~r~anent exhibIt m Italy and Spam.. .. tel', has the following mailing ad-
in this county; there may be some the VISItors BUIldmg at each ceme- They musta hIt pay dIrt m those dress: 5931 N. West Circle, Chicago,
but I do not know of any. tery. thaI' Californny hills. Ill. Ed was with 9th Med Bn. and
I used to hear from some of my -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI- -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- h H SeMed. Det., 47t. e writes cretary
old buddies in New York, Ohio and Mrs. Dillman Takes 1 Rev. Hugh Whitaker Quinn that all the family is well
Pennsylvania, but evidently they and happy-that's his main concern.
have moved from their former ad- Care of Gene's Dues Moves to Little Falls Ed recently severed connections
dresses. Regret that I will not be Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dillman are As of Feb. 1, 1967 the Rev. Hugh with the company he has been iden-
able to attend the convention this living at 8272 N. Wisner, Niles, Ill. C. Whitaker had a new address. tified with for a long time but is
year. I am still hoping to be able 60648. Mrs. Dillman sends dues for Hereafter all mail intended for the hopeful tentative plans which are
to make one some day. But I'd still two years to get Gene all squared Rev. Whitaker should be addressed in the making elsewhere will mate-
like to hear from any of the old around. 'Tis said that no news is thusly: rialize at an early date that offer a
gang through Uncle Sam's mail bags. good news-Mrs. Dillman didn't in- Rev. Hugh C. Whitaker, bit more future security.
The former 39th man is in the clude much news in her short letter 97 Church St., PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-C-W!
auto body repair business in Paris. -so evidently she and Gene are Little Falls, N.Y. 13365 "No, ma'am, you didn't send for a
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI coasting along and everything is -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- piano tuner, but your neighbors
Happiness is finding the owner of well at the Dillman residence, WANTED: Boy to open oysters did!"
a lost bikini. PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI with references. PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
of Dear Olel BasingstokeNostalgic Memories
&r.m',:':l"
Since some members' nostalgia cravings during recent weeks call-
f·tl jor reproductions oj Fort Bragg scenes maybe a shot or two jrom
Merr~e Olde Englan~ will hit the spot with others. The photo above,
showmg the postOfJlCe. and m'!seum in Basingstoke Hauts, England,
as of 1947 was furnzshed Wzlton Taylor by Miss Ella Goulden, an
p-mploye oj the Southers Railroad in Basingstoke.
On to Pennsylvania,
Remembering Illinois
Casimir Pakisz writes from Box
355, Slovan, Pa., and encloses 1967
dues, but requests that credit be
given to the Illinois Chapter be-
cause Bill Hennemuth, Illinois Chap-
ter Secretary-Treasurer and mem-
ber of the National Board of Gov-
ernors is the Ninth man who got
Casimir to put his name on the dot-
ted line and be<..'Ome a member of
the Association. Casimir is a for-
mer 1st Bn. 60th man-so is Henne-
muth-and so is The Octofoil editor.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
A father was complaining about all
the time kids spend watching TV.
"I have a six-year-old," he said,
"who knows only one word--Shhh!"
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-WI-
The cheapest man is one who
saves the charcoal filters from his
cigarettes for use in his grill.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
By ARTHUR RICHARD SCHMIDT,
69-20 69th Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11227
The April New York Chapter
meeting was held at the Statler Hil-
ton Hotel, 33d St. and 7th ~ve., on
April 7 at 8 P.M. The meetmg was
in hono'r of the Chapter's Past Presi-
dents. Chapter President R a I p h
Witzkin thanked the following past
presidents for attending and for th~ir
services to the Chapter and ASSOCIa-
tion: Calvin Polivy (1949), Daniel
Quinn (1956), Irving Feinberg (1957),
Arthur R. Schmidt (1958), Vincent
Guglielmino (1959), Max Umansky
(1960), Walter O'Keeffe (1963). John
Rizzo (1964), Frank Fazio (1965),
Emil P. Langer (1966).
APAR OPENS WITH REMARKS
The president called on George
Apar for the opening prayer. Apar
offered the prayer but in lieu of the
customary moment of silence he re-
marked on the untimely passing
away of Life Member Albert Lech-
manik and Chapter Chaplain.
MINUTES READ
Chapter Secretary Dominick Miele
read the minutes of last meeting.
They were approved as read. Chap-
ter Treasurer Irving Feinberg gave
his report. After analyzing the report
the membership concluded the treas-
ury was solvent. The report was ac-
cepted as read. Anthony Varone,
Chairman of Welfare Committee, ad-
vised he had no report at this time.
President Witzkin thanked the
members for turning out so well for
the Al Lechmanik funeral services.
Dave Gelman, one of the Welfare
Area men, asked whether lists of the
names and addresses and telephone
numbers of members in the various
areas could be provided to the Wel-
fare Committee Area men assigned
to these areas.
SIMPLE EULOGY
Nat!. Secy. Dan Quinn suggested
we develop a simple eulogy of our
own for use at funerals of our de-
parted members. Apar, Langer, and
Fazio also spoke on the subject. A
motion was made by John Rizzo that
the president appoint a committee to
develop a service format-the com-
mittee to consist of a member of
each religious faith. Motion carried.
President Witzkin appointed the fol-
lowing: Dave Gelman (Jewish), Emil
Langer (Protestant), and John Rizw
(Catholic).
FAZIO'S REPORT
Frank Fazio gave a report on Fa-
ther DeLaura's Memorial Mass for
the 9th Infantry Division dead.
(Printed in this issue of The Octo-
ioil is a letter from Chairman Fazio
concerning the April 22 Mass in
which Fazio gives all the details.)
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"Super" Men Before 9th Men Cleaned 'Em Out
. The above photo is just one 01 many, many thousands GIs appro-
prwted Iron~ "~any K~aut. drugstores when Hitler's "super" men
started runnmg m all d,rectIOns lull speed ahead trying to escape the
wrath 01 the Ninth Division's "super-super-sup:r" men. The Krauts
shown above were typical-they were unbeatblae fighters until they
began losing-then they lorgot their Patron Saint's orders-then they
did what Kipling said he did-"I licked 'em-I retreated."
Philosopher from Kennesaw Mountain
Foothills Says New York Chapter Has
Used Good Judgment In Prexy Choice
is now the president of the New
York Chapter. He's a very good man
and will do a good job for the Chap-
ter."
Walton is pressuring the Georgia
Legionnaires to put Octofoils on dis-
play in their redecorated club rooms.
Red Wilson writes Walton and
apologizes for missing the Reunion
in Washington but promises to be
in Boston.
Right now Doc is in the process
of trying to sell Gen. Ed Randle
on the idea of visiting Chicamauga
Park, not far from Rome, and writ-
ing a series of articles about the
great Civil War battle fought in the
area.
The second letter The Octofoilre-
ceived from Doc since the last issue
was written immediately after at-
tending a party at the Legion Home.
These letters are difficult to make
out. Doc claims some of 'em take
drink for the road so they have no
pain when getting hit.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
Middle age is when you lo~k for-
ward to a dull evening.
IED BREWER IS STILL
ALIVE AND KICKING
An old Co. L, 60th man is hiding
out in Shawnee Mission, Kansas-at
4407 West 54th Terrace. He is Ed
Brewer and his old 60th buddies are
anxious for him to write more to
Secretary Quinn than just "Here's
my dues."
Ed and family used to attend all
the Reunions. He has missed out on
a few of those in recent years-that
is bad enough but to abstain from
writing isn't exactly right. Ed, let
The Octofoil have a newsy letter
soon for the benefit of your old 60th
buddies.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-Wl-
Col. Barefoot Takes
Out Life Membership
Lt. Col. Forrest Barefoot (Ret.).
former 34th F.A. man, writes again
from the same old address: 425 S.
L St., Lompoc, Calif. Col. Barefoot
continues his work as librarian at the
Lompoc Federal Correctional Insti-
tution. The institution has undergone
many major policy changes under
new rehabilitation efforts directed by
the President. Col. Barefoot says the
work there is most interesting.
Tired of forgetting to pay dues into
the Association on time Col. Bare-
foot sent Secretary Quinn a check
and ordered him to make out a Life
Membership Card thereby eliminat-
ing the need for sending alibis to
Quinn when receiving one of those
polite but pitiful "Please pay" notes.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
Nate Gaynor Trying
To Get Caught Up
Nate Gaynor's old D Co. 47th bud-
dies all know that he is one of the
spark plugs of the D. C. Chapter in
Washington. His home address is
1004 Gobel St., Silver Spring, Md.
20901. Can't get much dope from him
though to pass on to the old gang
through The Octofoil. He paid his
dues to Secretary Quinn and con-
veyed the following illuminating in-
formation:
"Hi-Sorry about being late. Some
guys just never get caught up.-Nate
Gaynor."
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
Not only is the horse becoming
extinct, but so are the people who
work like one.
I PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
Col. Henry E. Royall
Comes Out of Hiding
Col. Henry E. Royall (Ret.) 105
Noble Street, Chapel Hill, N. C., sent
his dues to Secretary Quinn and re-
gards to all the gang. There has
been many requests about where the
Colonel was hiding. Jack Scully and
his crew were downright put out
when Col. Royall failed to show up
at the New York C.P. during some
of the Reunions.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
VA STUDIES NEW
PROSTHETIC TYPES
The Pony Express just cleared the
Kennesaw Mountains in Northern
Georgia and "Doc" Paul Walton re-
ceived his mail from the outside
world and some of the information
former 9th men in all parts of na-
tion forwarded to the Georgia sage
endows him wit h considerable
knowledge about what's happening
to many former Ninth men. Mail
addressed to Paul "Doc" Walton on
Rt. 7, Old Dalton Rd., Rome, Ga.,
always seems to get delivered in
readable form. Some of the news re-
leases Doc allowed released from his
Cave headquarters announced that
Frank Cenero and Tony Andriali are
now Association members, both for-
mer 47th Medics. Snozzle Ash, the
Med's champion crap shooter is in
Chattanooga, Tenn., after a hernia
operation at the Memphis VA Hos-
pital. He's doing okay. Captain All-
good for some reason or another




"I see myoId pal, Ralph Witzkin
CHARLES FABRE PASSES
AWAY AT THE AGE OF 53
GEN. WESTMORELAND SHOWED
HE WAS TOPS WHEN SCOUTING
MAGAZINE'S REPORTER TALKS TO THE FOLKS IN In reporting on the most recent
"WESTY'S" OLD HOME TOWN ABOUT WHAT KINDA death of former Ninth Division men
"KID" HE WAS. in Greater New York-Arthur Rich-
G W
D hm 3 ard Smith, New York Chapter re-
eorge . 0 ann, 479 University Ave., Bronx 68, N. Y., porter, put it most aptly when he
a former 9th Medics, has forwarded to The Octofoil a May, 1966 stated: "It seems as though this is
copy of "Scouting." Several pages are devoted to Gen. William the year for the Grim Reaper to pay
Westmoreland's scouting days, complete with many pictures. It his calls on Ninth Infantry Division
men."
is regrettable that The Octofoil does not have available those Schmidt's latest communique con-
pictures showing the young Scout at play who is now the com- tained the sad news that Charles J.
manding general of our forces in Vietnam, a fonner Ninth Divi- Fabre had passed away on April 7,
sion man who has had placed on his shoulders the gravest re- 1967. Fabre was only 53 years of age
'b l' A' Id at the time of his death and was a
sponSl i lty any mencan so ier or statesman has had to carry. lieutenant on the New York City
Parts of the story as printed in "Scouting" reads as follows: Police Department. He was president
As told to SAM TRAUGHBER which he played at West Point, and of the New York Chapter in 1954
When 15-year-old Childs West- Indian dancing, which interested him and 1955-and while serving as the
moreland left his home at Pacolet, as a Scout, are no longer on his list Chapter President Charles Fabre did
S.C., in 1929 to attend the Boy of conditioners; but he probably much hard work that still reflects
Scouts Third World Jamboree in could still give a good account of his efforts.
England, his mother said she "lived himself in a basketball game or cut While with the 9th Division Fabre
in a state of prayer that my little quite a dido-at-Indian dancing-if he was with the 60th F.A.
boy would come back safely." set his mind to it. Among those from the New York
Thirty-seven years later, a nation LEADERSHIP Chapter who visited the McManus
follows every movement of her son, His leadership ability became evi- Funeral Home, 2001 Flatbush Ave.,
Gen. William C. Westmoreland. com- dent at an early age. Troop 1 rec- Brooklyn, to pay their respects were
mander of all U.S. forces in South ords show Childs Westmoreland as Dave Gelman, Ed Egan, John Rizzo
Vietnam, and prays that he'll lead scribe and later as patrol leader of Harry Orenstein, Adolph Wadalav~
their sons to peace and "back the Stag Patrol. age, George Frankel, Arthur Schmidt
safely." He had joined the troop at 12 the and Art's mother.
If determination and will-to-do earliest possible age at that time 'and The funeral took place on April 12
have anything to say about it, the before the year was out, had becom~ 1967, starting from the home, 288
former Eagle Scout of Troop 1 of a First Class Scout. "Leadership was Maple St., Brooklyn, at 9 A.M. Mass
Spartanburg, S. C., will see the job the greatest benefit he gained from was said at St. Vincent Ferrer
through. In Time magazine recently, Scouting," his sister said. Church, Glenwood and East 37th St.,
he said "... unless it was beyond "It started in Scouting," Cleveland Bro?klyn. Burial was at Long Island
my control I have never left any concurred. NatIonal Cemetery, Pinelawn, L. 1.,
job that I hadn't finished." In his senior year at Spartanburg New York.
"He was determined to win, even High School he was voted class pres- The Veterans of Foreign Wars and
when he was a little boy, and if he ident-and the best looking boy," his New York Police Department con-
ever began a job, he finished it," his doting sister added. ducted their respective fraternal rit-
mother Mrs. James Ripley West- At West Point he won the Persh- ualistic funeral services at the fu-
moreland told me when I visited her ing award for military proficiency neral home.
in Columbia, S. C. She and the gen- and leadership, making him the sen- To those left to mourn the passing
eral's only sister, Mrs. N. Heyward ior cadet of the corps. In his senior of Charles Fabre, who has been call-
Clarkson, Jr., chatted with m.e for year he became the first captain of ed ?y his Maker during the prime
two hours about their famous son cadets. of life, The Octofoil offers sincere
and brother. Mrs. Westmoreland tells the story sympathy in their hour of grief.
USE MIDDLE NAME of the time her son was trying to -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
As I was seated Mrs. Westmore- teach some young Scouts when one KUPOWSKI AND WIFE
land beamed as she told me "Childs of his boys didn't want to obey. "My WILL BE IN BOST
phoned me last night from Honolulu boy just picked him up and put him ON
where he was meeting with Fresi- in the creek with his clothes on. Leonard Kupowski operates the
dent Johnson. When 1 told him a You'd think he would have resented Leonard's Electric Co., 27 N. Ga-
man from the Boy Scouts was going my boy .for that, but instead, he zelle St., Dunkirk, N. Y. The last
to interview Margaret and me today, adored him." Reunion Leonard and Marilyn were
he said 'Tell him I still use the Conrad Cleveland tells a slightly able to attend was at Fort Bragg.
Scout Code and Commandments ev- modified version: "I was the Scout He says that seems like an awful
ery day.''' To the 79-year-old moth- dumped in the creek and I was mad, long time ago since he had personal
er, Code and Commandments was a madder than-well, a wet hen at tile contact with any of the old Cannon
phrase equally as good as "Oath and time." But the two have remained Co. gang. He is hopeful there will
Law." lifelong friends. -be a big turnout in"Bosmn. .
I noticed that both Mrs. West- LOST COMPOSURE Accompanying Leonard and Mari-
moreland and her daughter referred It was Cleveland who was best lyn K?~kow~ki to Boston will be
to the general by his middle name of man at "Westy's" wedding at Fay- two dlstmgulshed. guests-the chil-
Childs rather than the "William" al- etteville, N.C., in 1947. With a twin- dren- Lenn~ and Marie Ellen-3
ways seen in news reports. kle in his eyes, Cleveland said that and 5 respectIvely.
"There were three Williams in my it was the only time he had ever PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-Q-WI
~amily," ~e mother explained, and seen his friend lose his composure. A Birthday Surprise
It . was SImpler to call him by his When Lt. Col. Westmoreland with •
m.lddle ~ame. When he went to The Lt. Col. Cleveland, left his quarters for Geo. E. JamIson
~I~d,;l m 1931 ~e was nicknamed at Fort Br~gg ~o go to the church George E. Jamison has a birthday Artificial legs are being fitted im-
RIp. ~e followmg year he entered at ~,ayettevI1le, It seems that "some- on April 23. Mrs. Jamison and the mediately following amputation in a
Y'est J;,omt. where he was. ta~~ed one had instructed MP's to set up youngsters decided that a year's research study sponsored by the
Westy -this has stayed WIth hun. roadblocks on every exit from the membership card in the Associa- Veterans Administration. The tech-
When he graduated from Spartan- post. The police readily passed Col. tion carrying a subscription for The nique is described as a "radical de-
burg High School in 1931, a military Clevela~d, but were most suspicious Octofoil would be an ideal birthday parture from accepted techniques
career was only in the back of of Co.l. !Ves~oreland's credeentials, gift-and that's exactly what George used in this country and around the
of "Westy's" mind. His mother had questIomng him at great length. will receive at the Jamison home- world."
hopes that he'd become a doctor. 'He Obedience was instilled in the 628 Hemlock St., Roselle Park, N. J. Results of the Prosthetic Research
had an uncle and a grandfather Wes~orelan.d family.. "I stressed 07204. Happy birthday, George, not Study at Seattle, Wash., were report-
who were doctors, and we hoped he obe~ence WIth my chIldren. H you only from Mrs. Jamison and the ed by Dr. Ernest M. Burgess, princi-
would become one too." don t learn to obey, you don't get children-but also The Octofoil. pal investigator in the project being
But on his Worid Jamboree trip, anywh~re jn life," Mrs. Westmore- PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI carried out by the VA's Prosthetic
the young Eagle Scout had met some land SaId, and I al~ays ,~ew where NARDONE HAS BEEN A and Sensory Aids Service.
Annapolis men and the navy beck- ~ey' were at all tImes, she added Dr. Burgess, an orthopedic surgeon
oned him. At The Citadel he made sIgmficantly., . MIGHTY SICK FELLOW and head of the amputee clinic of
up his mind-the military won out. f ~he ge~er~~ ~ iISter recalled ?er Bennie Nardone 1845 Bluff Ave Children's Orthopedic Hospital, Se-
The following year U. S. Senator b~t e~~.~ ~. I~ r as~ yea~c'ah~lda JUSalt Columbus Ohio has been confined attle, cited several advantages of im-
James F. Byrnes appointed him to wayss rleC el' IScdIPh~arfl~. I
b
s -f to a hospital for'several weeks since mediate post-surgical fittings:
West Point c ve IS aIr num er 0 th la t . f th 0 f' A 1 t d d h l'"Do . think '11 ?" his spankings," she reminisced ~ ,s ISSUe 0 e cto OIl-the cce era e woun ea mg.
you you stay. Punctuality was learned from' h' Nmth s great Maestro has been Early ambulation on the first or
j0ther asked when he first made father "I remembe 'M R" W :s bothered during recent years with second post-operative day.
p?,ns to enter the Academy. . morel~nd and his f~milr.v:; w:li;: at; aggravate.d heart <:ondition. Ben- Early recovery of proper gait. and
You may be assured that If I get .d Ch 1 H J yf 'me sold hIS electrIcal appliance return to work.
there I'm going to stay," he replied. sSaclout "arThee~ earon
t
, thr ., Cah °chrmerf firm and discontinued his musical Earlier fitting with a permanent
Wh t lit' b'd d' . IT pew a e ur 0 k d h b' th' 11 h h. a qua Ies. eSI es eterrnma- the Advent was near ours 'Mr R' , wor a:r: as een operatmg a small pros eSlS, usua y wit in t e first 39
tlOn, were evident in this boy who drove a Franklin and you' couid ~~t confectI~nery on Columbus near days after surgery.
was to become a four-star general? your watch by the tim h 'd . North SIde. He loves to get a card The VA project followed reports
PHYSICALLY FIT each Sunday. And he'deal~aysa~~;k from any of his old buddies. Those in of the procedure three years ago by
"He was always a physical fit- his car within an inch of the same the
d
Columbus area sh?uld stoP. b;V Dr. Marian Weiss. Director of the
ness man," grade-school friend Er-' spot." an see ~~done some.tImes. He Isn t Konstancin Rehabilitation Hospital,
nest White recalled. "His father used "West's" thoughtfulness and con- able .to. VlSI~ .around ~Imself because Warsaw, Poland.
to hav~ him run around the :park cern for others are traits remem- of hIS I~A;?~~~6~~ g~~~eN'O'WI To evaluate the ideas advanced
near hIS home t~ee or four tI~es bered by many friends. Mrs. Helen . by Dr. Weiss, the VA undertook the
b~fore breakfast. ErnIe, a retIred Guess, now retired, was his high NEW ENGLANDERS study of amput7es of all ages, ~is-
BIg League bas.ebal,~ play~r,.ran on a school history teacher. She spoke of HOLD 2 MEETINGS I~ilitie1964n~ clr=sthnce~. SlInedce
track team WIth West rn grade the letters he wrote her and other ay, ,e s y as mvo v
school at Pacolet, 12 miles from teachers following a visit he made On March 10 the New England more than 90 patients ranging in age
S~artanburg. to the school several years ago. Chapter held a meeting at Connors from 2 to 86 years.
_ 'On~e, w.hen he v;,as having trou- Conrad Cleveland treasures a Coffee Shop, 253 Grove St., Worces- Patients with vascular disturb-
ble WIth hIS arches, Conrad Cleve- neckerchief slide "Westy" made for ter, Mass., 8:00 p.m. New officers anc~s of diabetic or other origins, in-
~and of S~artanburg, said, "he hiked him when they were Scouts. When ~ere elected. The Octofoil is wait- fectlOns. traumatized limbs, congeni-
oJ or 4 mIles every day for several the general was in Spartanburg last mg for results of the balloting. The tal and circulatory abnormalities
months to strengthen them." year, Cleveland reminded him of it 1967 Convention Committees also have undergone the operation.
Cleveland, now a retired Army and he described it in detail. made reports. -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
reserve colonel and a vice-president Today, the general's concern for On March 31 a meeting of the Re-
of the South Carolina National his troops and the welfare of the union Committees was held in Bos-
Bank,. w~s a fellovv: Scout and one South Vietnamese people is almost ton at the Sheraton-Boston Hotel.
of ChIld s closet frIends. It was on legendary. "He speaks to more These reports will also be printed
the Cleveland farm near Spartan- troops, personally, than most," an of- when they are received.
~urg that ~e. two Sco~t~ enjoyed flcer told. a TV news reporter. PAY 1-9-6-7 ~UES N-O-~l .
norseba~k rldmg and hlkrng. Their Self relIance and outdoorsmanship rr:wo s:t?all children discussrng
troop,. dId much of their hiking and were furthered by his Scout camp- theIr bedtI~e. One of them said to
camp~ng there. Cub Branch was a ing. "Camping was his favorite hob- ~e other, I have to. go to bed at 8
faVOrIte haunt. by as a boy," his sister said emphat- 0 clock. My mother IS a half hour
Today, at 52, Gen. Westmoreland ically. meaner than yours."
starts his day in Saigon with push- His mother recalled how he camp- Whi PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-Wl
ups before breakfast at 6:30. Tennis, ed out for 2 or 3 days several miles . .;h came first-the ant or the
too, helps him keep fit. Basketball, (Continued on Next Page) pIcnIC. PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-o-Wl
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LUany requests have poured
into The Octofoil during recent
weeks from members in various
areas, asking that some old Fo!',
Bragg scenes be printed. Just w
case someone has forgotten hOle
tall the pine trees grow in .the
Tar Heel state of North Carolina.
pictured above are two old Fort
Bragg buddies holding up one
01 those tall pines. The G.I.s are
PIc. Johnny Tomastic, Co. M,
47th, and Pfc. Louis Novak, Co.
H, 47th-photo made in 1942-
property of Wilton Taylor, Rt. 1,
Star Route, Lost Hills, Calif.
"WESTY" THE SCOUT
(Continued from Preceding Page)
from home. "And he loved cooking
on rocks. I remember he cooked a
chicken that way once." Like every
mother, she worried about her son
and the troop on overnights. "1 was
worried about it raining."
"Did your brother have much
camping gear?" I asked Mrs. Clark-
son.
"Oh, yes-everything. Father saw
to that. He was so ambitious for
him."
Mr. Westmoreland was so interest-
ed in his son's being a Scout that he
drove into Spartanburg every Tues-
day evening when the troop met.
waited there for his son, and drove
him home again. The father's invest-
ment paid big dividends.
Mrs. Clarkson said, "Years later
father remarked, 'I never had one
moment's anxiety about Childs'."
I asked Mrs. Westmoreland if she
sewed on all of her son's Scout
badges. 'Yes, I always wanted them
to be exactly right. He was particu-
lar, too."
Was there anyone merit badge
that proved more difficult than the
rest for her son? "No," she replied.
Then, after a moment's reflection,
she added, "But he used to take that
little piece of rope to bed when he
was practicing knot tying."
The church and its activities too.
were important to the future gen-
eraL His friend Cleveland and
"West" often attended Sunday school
at Young People's Service League
meetings together. The Y.P.S.L.
b r 0 ugh t together many of the
church's youth. When I asked if
"Westy" dated the girls much, Cleve-
land said, "Yes, he dated, but cou-
ples didn't go steady in those days.
Boys and girls usually went in
groups to school and church social
activities."
Westy's high school teachers re-
call him as a "hard worker, atten-
tive. and thoughtful of others." His
grades were always in the 90s.
Cleveland described him as "a good
average student, not a 'gold star'-
he had to plug." The future soldier
also found time for track, debating.
and the literary society.
"He was a good student," his sis-
ter recalled. "But he didn't like to
read-unless he was particularly in-
terested in the subject. Not English
-that was his worst. He liked his-
tory. He won a medal given by the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
for a paper he wrote on Fort Sum-
ter."
His mother spoke of his trouble
with spelling. "It caused him trouble
right up to his graduation from 'West
Point."
Early in his career he was a Scout-
master at an army post in Oklahoma;
he has served on Scout committees
in Pennsylvania and Hawaii. When
he was superintendent at the Acad-
emy in the early part of this decade,
he was a member of the Region 2
committee. While at Fort Bragg. just
before he was assigned to Vietnam.
he was a member of the Occoneechee
(Raleigh, N.C.) Council Executive
Board. As chairman of the council's
1964 Together plan, he opened the
door for hundreds of boys to be-
come Scouts when his committee or-
ganized 139 new Scout units. The
council awarded him the Silver
Beaver for distinguished service to
boyhood.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
"Oh, Spare That Tree"
Grief-Stricken Mother Wise and Unwise Quips:
Writes of Son's Death A girl's plans for the future sel-
dom take shape until she does.
Mrs. Florence Thomas, 117 Con- PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
ner St.. New Albany, Ind. writes Average is a thing a hen lays
The Octofoil and conveys the fol- eggs on.
lowing belated sad information: -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
My son James E. Thomas, died On rear bumper of sports car:
Sept. 17, 1964. Please disregard this sticker.
Mrs. Thomas reports that she is -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
now past 83 years of age and she Another way to tell a level headed
misses Jim's presence more and guy-His tobacco juice runs out of
more each succeeding day. both corners of his mouth equally.
Secretary Quinn sent the grieved (Ugh!)
mother a sympathy card' and ad- -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
vised the Association would con- Curves can often add up to tri-
tinue sending The Octofoil if she angles.
cared for it in order for her to read PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
something from time to time about If sex is over-rated, as some say,
many of her son Jim's buddies. you can imagine where everything
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W! else stands.
I - -b-'- -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-V A Pension E '9' , ,ty Most people hope when they re-
Dope Is Available tire they can afford their favorite
hobby which happens to be three
Unmarried minor children of de- square meals a day.
ceased veterans remain eligible for -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
pension payments even though their The most flabbergasted man is
mother loses her eligibility by re- one whose wife tells him their trip
marriage, the VA reminds. around the world, which had been
The same situation occurs when planned as a Golden Wedding cele-
the mother becomes ineligible be- bration, has to be postponed because
cause her income exceeds the limit she's pregnant.
for pension eligibility. In these in- PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
stances the VA pointed out, pay- There's a new gasoline that puts a
ments 'are stopped to the widow, rabbit in your tank - it's fort short
but continued to her children. hops.
But if the widow fails to apply for -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
pension, knowing that she is not A compulsive gambler is a guy
eligible, the VA will have no record who'd rather lay a bet than any-
of the children who are entitled to thing.
receive pension payments. PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
Unmarried children of deceased I know a religious fellow who
veterans are eligible for pension loves his neighbor but can't stand
payments until they are 18 years of her husband.
age, or until they are 21, if they are -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
attending school. provided their own Humility is the art of acting
personal incomes do not make them ashamed while you're telling people
ineligible. how wonderful you are:
Complete information may be ob- -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
tained at any VA office. Good luck often has the odor of
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- perspiration about it.
- A PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!Committee pproves It isn't necessary for a man to
Fu ll-Sized Flags Use have his face lifted. If he's patientenough, it will grow up through his
The House Veterans Affairs Com- hair.
mittee has approved legislation -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
which will restore use of full-size Sign in cocktail lounge: "If you
flags in ceremonial burials of ex- don't see what you like, ask for
servicemen and sent the measure to, her."
the House floor. PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
The measure, HR-2656. prescribes FOR SALE: 18th Century mah~g-
that burial flags shall be 5 feet in any highboy by elderly lady WIth
width and 9 1-2 feet in length. reinforced drawers.
These flags are furnished by the -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
VA to drape the caskets of deceased FOR RENT: Honeymoon Cottage.
veterans. Sleeps three.
The committee action reverses a -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
controversial administration econo- WANTED: Woman to do house-
my move which had reduced the work. She must wash every week.
size of the burial flags. -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- FOR SALE: A nice mattress by an
WANTED: Janitor for art school. old lady full of feathers.
Thirty dollars a week and all you -PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
can see. WANTED: Girls who don't need
PAY 1-9-6-7 ~UES N-~-W! them, to model girdles.
WANTED: A wnter WIth a sense -PAY 1967 DUES N.O.WI-
of humor who will not be funny FOR SALE: Secondhand tomb-
aroun~~~~~~~eDUES N-O-W!- stone. Real buy for a family named
LOST: Invalid's wheel chair by Murph~AY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-WI
lady with a smooth cane bottom. Scrawled on the wall of a hotel
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- restroom: "Sex is a necessary good."
FOR SALE: Deluxe electric stove PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
by young lady with two front knobs. No greater evil can befall men
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!- than to become hates of reason.
cloverleaf crates to make the crosses
at the Safi Cemetery.
Other former 47th men visiting in
Florida have visited with the General
during recent weeks-some members
of the Association. Some are not.
Those who were not were told how
to become affiliated.
9TH IN VIETNAM
Referring to the 9th that is now
in Vietnam, Gen. Randle writes:
"As you know the 9th is now in
Vietnam and only this morning I
read where they had suffered a few
casualties from Cong lobbing mortar
shells into their camp. I told them
when I was at Riley, 'Don't think
you can be sporting with those
heathens. They don't know what
sportsmanship is. They'll knife you
in the back every time you turn it
toward them. Do like we did the
Japanese-kill them all. Take pris-
oners only when you must'. Does
that sound bloodthirsty? Yes. But
better their blood than yours."
IN LOVE WITH FLORIDA
If the Florida Chamber of Com-
merce fails to sign Gen. Randle U4>
they're missing the boat. Unless a
person has a lot of will power he
can't read one of the general's letters
about that land of sunshine without
taking off immediately for a rendez-
vous on some Florida beachhead at
once.
CARD FROM SAFI
Recently Gen. Randle received a
postal card from a former 47th Can-
non Co. lieutenant. Drayton Phillips.
The card was postmarked SAFI and
showed an excellent picture of the
Marhaba Hotel which was 47th Regt.
headquarters when Gen. Randle was
commanding officer. That card has
the general worked up wanting to
go back over that route again-and
on into France and retrace some
routes of World War I.
Phillips writes that he has a copy
of "Safi Adventure" with him.
Another former 9th Divisijon man
to visit the Randle home during re-
cent weeks was a former lieutenant
with the 60th F.A. from Cincinnati,
Ohio, ex-Lt. Louis Prince.
MORE ABOUT THE BOOK
The following is a quotation from
one of the General's letters:
"1 am on page 121 of the new edi-
tion. It will be a much better book,
and better printed, with fewer typo-
graphical errors. I am exploring an
idea of maybe including a signature
of pictures...."
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
"Terry" Terricola Is
Headed For Boston
The Octofoil is glad to hear from
an old 84th F.A. Hq. Bty. man who
was as well known and well liked
by the gang as C. J. '''Terry'' Terri-
cola, 18 N. Division St., St. Johns-
ville, N. Y.
Terry advises that he has enjoyed
the last two Reunions tremendously.
And hopes to enjoy the Boston Re-
union even more.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
Carney Johnson Is a
Scholarship Supporter
Another Go-Devil lets himself be
heard from. This time it is Carney
L. Johnson, Jr.. down in the Pelican
State of Louisiana. Carney is a for-
mer G Co. 60th man and lives at
305 Lynx Drive, Arabi, Louisiana
70032.
Carney sent in his dues for three
years and added a substantial sum
for scholarship fund. If those former
9th men who can afford to and do-
nating to this fund could only have
an opportunity to talk personally
with the youngsters receiving these
scholarships, no one would have any
regrets for having donated a little
here and there for this worthwhile
and deserving cause.
-PAY 1967 DUES N-O-W!-
friends Grieving the
Death of McGonigal
Edward Rhoads 825 Madison St.,
Coatesville, Pa. 19320, sends The Oc-
tofoil the following sad news:
Just received word about
death of Earl McGonigal, fOI'me~rly
of the 39th Regt. He was also an
Association member. Earl died sud-
denly last September. He lwed at
Parkersburg, Pa., and was employed
as a general foreman at Lukens
Steel Co., Coatesville, Pa.
The Octofoil extends heartfelt
sympathy to those left to mourn the
passing of Earl.
Ed Rhoads is an active member of
the Philadepphia - Delaware Valley
Chapter, and is a former Co. B, 9th
Med. Bn. man. Thanks, Ed, for co-
operation in news notes sent even if
they are sad notes. The members
are anxious to learn about such in-
cidents.
More Fort Bragg atmosphere
is pictured above showing Pic.
Louis Novak, Co. H, 47th. Lou
was pretty badly shot up and was
returned to his home, Rt. 1, Se)·.
mour, Texas. The picture was
taken in 1942 at Fort Bragg b,·
Wilton Taylor, Co. M, 47th, now
Rt. 1, Los Hills, Calif.
Les Ronay Has
A New Address
Les Ronay pounded the sidewalks
of New York many long hours help-
ing locate former Ninth men and
getting them interested in what is
now a great organization-the New
York Chapter of the Ninth Infan-
try Division Association,
A few years later-before seeing
the full results of his efforts-Ro-
nay's poor health forced him to re-
move to Arizona. A notice from the
postoffice sent to The Octofoil re-
cently advises that Les Ronay's new
address is 18075 Ventura, Encino,
Calif. 91316. He had moved to Encino
from Canoga Park, Calif.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
FOR RENT: Nice 2-bedroom home
in a shady neighborhood.
-PAY 1967 DUES N.O.WI--
Since the last issue of The Octofoil
a couple of "quickie" lette.t;s have
been received from Gen. Edwm Ran-
dle 503 Althea Road, Belleair, Clear-
water, Fla. 33516. Quoitng verbatim
from one of the General's letter it
read:
"I am trying to do something
about the great pile of unanswered
letters stacked on my desk. With so
many people waiting for a copy ?f
'Safi' I feel a sense of pressure I dId
not feel when printing the First Edi-
tion. I spend most of my time in the
print shop. (And I love it.) But I
have neglected writing some fine
people." .,
A little of that pressure IS rubbmg
off on The Octofoil also. For some
reason or another many of our mem-
bers write The Octofoil and want im-
mediate answers as to when Edition
No.2 of "Safi Adventure" will be
obtainable.
FLASH-NOV. 8, 1967 IS D-DAY
Just as this issue of The Octofoil
was being "put to bed" a letter
reached The Octofoil from General
Randle in which he writes:
"Publication date for the Second
"ublication date for the Second
Edition of Safi Adventure is now
definitely set-NOVEMBER 8, 1967.
That is the 25th anniversary of our
landing."
The General keeps just about as
busy as he did when in the Service.
Never a dull moment.
VISITS SICK
Regardless of how busy he is when
Gen. Randle learns of a former 9th
Division man being in a nearby hos-
pital he lays everything else aside
and visits the man. One of the med-
ics at a Dayton (0.) VA Hospital
reported to The Octofoil about a for-
mer 9th man who was a patient there
who received a letter from the Gen-
eral. The former Ninth man had
been grunting and groaning up a
storm all day until that letter arrived
and the patient leaped out of bed
and visited every bed in the ward to
show the other ex-GIs how his old
commanding officer still remembered
him. Just like working in the print
shop and enjoying it Gen. Randle en-
joys visiting these disabled men in
the hospitals.
HAS VISITORS
Dick Toole and his wife Elizabeth,
of Circleville, 0 .. recently visited the
Randles' hospitable home and dis-
cussed some ancient history pertain-
ing to the 9th Division such as how
Toole used wood from mortar shell
ANXIETY TO GET A COpy OF SECOND COL. ALLGOOD SEES JESS NUNN
EDITION, "SAFI ADVENTURE" CAUSES OFTEN; HAD A PRIVATE REUNION
MORE PRESSURE THAN FIRST EDITION in~~~~i~t~w~yU;e~~~;t~:l~ ~v~:~e: J~li~~e~~ ~~iCtrni~~:Si:;
Col. James D. Allgood a former 47th of Oregon, majoring in Political
Regt. Bn. Commander. The letter Science; Jimmy, who is a Sopho-
was dated March 2, and reads in more in high school and is active on
part: the Speech Team and Track; Eliz-
. . . I was a member of the 1st abeth, who is in the eighth grade
and 3rd Battalions of the 47th. Since and is active in everything. Alice
I live on the Pacific Coast you can gets her interest in politics from her
give credit for these dues to the parents, since Myra has been a pre-
Fayetteville-Fort Bragg Chapter. cinct committee woman for a num-
Since my last letter in 1959, I ber of years and I have been treasu-
have been retired by the Organized rer of Senator Mark Hatfield's cam-
Reserves with the rank of Colonel. paigns as Governor in 1962 and as
VISITS BOSTON United States Senator in 1966.
On August 1st, 1963, I was ap- SEES JESS NUNN
pointed to the Oregon State Board Tony (Jess) Nunn who was in the
of Accountancy. At the present time 1st Bn. Headquarters Co., has an
I am chairman of that board. Con- office within two blocks of mine and
sequently, I attended a meeting of I see him almost every week. Every
the Association of Certified Public so often we discuss things that hap-
Accountants Examiners in Boston pened overseas in the 9th division.
last October. You should be compli- "SAYI ADVENTURE"
mented on your choice of the hotel I am anxious to know when "Safi
in which you are holding your an- Adventure" will be printed again. I
nual meeting. However, I hope that would like to have a copy of that
they have not oversold their rooms book since I have read articles by
as they did last October. When I General Randle in the Infantry
arrived in Boston last fall I noticed Journal, and I am certain that this
that the New England Chapter of book is as well written and as inter-
the Association was to have a meet- esting as those articles were.
ing in the Exeter Room on the night I am sorry that I will be unable
of my arrival. I wandered around to attend the Boston Reunion, how-
the corner in and out of the El Di- ever, I have to attend a meeting in
ablo Bar waiting for some members Miami, in early May and will be
to arrive, but unfortunately none busy planning a meeting to be held
appeared. Two days later I met a at Portland, Oregon in September.
CPA from Fayetteville who had I notice that Lawrence McLaughlin
served in the 9th Division before is on the committee for the annual
joining the Airborne Troops, who meeting. I know he will do a good
knew Herb Clegg. Consequently, we job, as he did a good job as one of
had a reunion of our own. my company commanders in 1944 in
HAS THREE CHILDREN the Huertgen Forest. - Sincerely,
When I returned from overseas in James D. Allgood, 819 Birch St.,
1945 I married Myra Starbuck. We Dallas, Oregon 97338.
